
Brown unveiled new steps to
aid the U.K. banking industry as
RBS warned of a 2008 loss that
could top $41 billion and saw its
shares plunge 67%. The latest
measures, which center on in-
suring banks against losses, high-
light how governments are strug-
gling to keep up with the deep-
ening economic crisis. Page 1

n Fiat is poised to take a 35%
stake in U.S. car maker
Chrysler, people familiar with
the matter said. Page 1

n S&P cut its credit rating for
Spanish government debt by a
notch to AA-plus, as more euro-
zone downgrades loom. Page 3

n Russia and Ukraine signed
an agreement they said will re-
store gas shipments to Europe.
But Western governments re-
mained wary. Page 10

n Hedge fund GLG is hiring
the founders of smaller fund
Pendragon, highlighting how
hard it now is for smaller oper-
ators to go it alone. Page 21

n Pearson said profit for 2008
will exceed expectations. The
British publisher said it expects
per-share earnings about 20%
higher than in 2007. Page 4

n Richemont’s sales fell 7% in
the fourth quarter as a drop in
luxury-goods spending left the
Cartier owner facing its worst
market in two decades. Page 5

n Russian metals tycoons have
proposed forming a mining gi-
ant part-owned by the Kremlin,
a spokesman for holding com-
pany Interros said. Page 6

n France is considering an aid
package for Renault and Peu-
geot Citroën, on the condition
that the car makers don’t close
French factories. Page 6

n European stocks fell as inves-
tors fretted that moves to sup-
port banks won’t be enough to
get them lending again. Page 22

n Aluminum producers should
cut output instead of waiting
for peers to do it, or prices
could take years to recover, in-
dustry executives said. Page 24

Fiat is poised
to take a stake
in Chrysler

U.K. boosts aid to banks,
as RBS has huge setback
Loss that could top
$41 billion would set
a British record

Israel hopes to pull all its
troops out of Gaza by the time
Obama is inaugurated as U.S.
president Tuesday, Israeli offi-
cials said. In the territory’s big-
gest city, streets brimmed with
people as residents began pick-
ing up the pieces of the lives
they led before Israel’s assault.
Saudi Arabia pledged $1 billion
to help rebuild Gaza. Page 2

n Obama called Americans to
service and optimism amid a
flurry of preinaugural festivi-
ties in the U.S. capital that
have seized the imagination of
a country in the grips of an eco-
nomic crisis. Pages 11-14
n Obama is expected to have
a significant impact on U.S.
courts of appeal, with appoint-
ments that could shape the way
laws are interpreted. Page 9

n A human-rights lawyer who
fought the early release of a Rus-
sian colonel convicted of killing
a Chechen woman was shot dead
on a Moscow street. Page 10

n Afghanistan’s Karzai said
Russia is ready to cooperate on
defense matters, at a time
when tensions between Afghan
and Western officials are rising.

n Medvedev ordered Russia’s
government to introduce eco-
nomic sanctions against nations
supplying weapons to Georgia.

n Turkey’s prime minister re-
newed his commitment to EU
membership on a rare visit to
Brussels aimed at boosting slow-
moving talks to join the bloc.

n Militants killed a Pakistani
soldier near a supply route to
coalition forces in Afghanistan,
while suspected Taliban mili-
tants bombed five schools.

n Two Iranian AIDS physicians
were among four men sentenced
to prison for allegedly taking
part in a U.S.-backed plot to top-
ple Iran’s Islamic regime.

n Iraq’s most powerful Shiite
cleric appealed to Iraqis to vote
in this month’s elections but
emphasized he wasn’t support-
ing any particular candidates.

n Power-sharing talks resumed
in Zimbabwe, with both Mugabe
and opposition leader Tsvangi-
rai intransigent on demands.

n Officials found the body of a
French soldier missing after a
helicopter crash near Gabon.

In Obama White House,
3 unseen powers preside

Editorial&Opinion

By Gerald F. Seib

When Barack Obama walks into
the White House Tuesday, three of
the most important figures in his
new administration won’t be with
him. Technically, they won’t be mem-
bers of his administration at all.

These influential figures are Bill
Clinton, Al Gore and Robert Rubin,

the progenitors of
many of the people
and ideas that will
populate the
Obama years. None

of the three has a direct role in the
proceedings, at least for now.

Yet it’s no exaggeration to say
their influence will be felt every day.
If Lincoln’s ghost still hovers over
the White House family quarters, as
some believe, the Clinton/Gore/Ru-

bin spirit now surely hovers over
the offices of the West Wing.

The mere fact that these leading
lights of the last Democratic admin-
istration—the president, vice presi-

dent and Treasury secretary who
dominated Washington in the 1990s—
are playing such a role means this
transfer of power is markedly differ-
ent from the one that occurred the

Please turn to page 35

U.S. President-elect Barack Obama holds Charles Rollins, 1 year old, of Maryland, at
Calvin Coolidge High School in Washington on Monday, a day before the inauguration.

Italy’s Fiat SpA is poised to take
a 35% stake in U.S. car maker
Chrysler LLC, people familiar with
the matter said, in a move aimed at
helping both firms weather an eco-
nomic downturn threatening the
survival of some of the auto indus-
try’s biggest companies.

Under terms of the deal, Fiat is
likely to take a 35% stake by midyear

and have the option of taking as
much as 55% of the company over
time, these people said. Cerberus
Capital Management LP, Chrysler’s
owner, is looking to retain an inter-
est in the U.S. car maker, these peo-
ple said, adding that it is unclear
whether Daimler AG will want to
keep its entire 19.9% stake.

The deal could be unveiled as
early as Tuesday, barring any last-
minute offers. As recently as last
week, Chrysler executives had dis-
cussions with Nissan Motor Co.
over a possible alliance, according
to one person familiar the matter.

At the heart of the potential alli-
ance is an agreement whereby Fiat
would share its engine and transmis-
sion technology with Chrysler, al-
lowing the U.S. car maker to intro-

Please turn to page 35

Brown’s antidote
The prime minister’s latest
gamble: insuring toxic assets.
Review & Outlook. Page 15

The U.K. government committed
billions more to revive a flagging fi-
nancial-rescue plan, even as one of
the bailout’s primary beneficiaries,
Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC,
warned of a massive 2008 loss and
saw its share price collapse.

The situation demonstrates how
governments on both sides of the At-

lantic are struggling to keep up with
the deepening economic crisis—and
may be running out of ammunition
to battle it.

The U.K.’s latest measures center
on a move to insure banks against
current and future losses, similar to
a U.S. effort to cap losses at Citi-
group and Bank of America.

Yet previous versions of the U.K.
rescue plan have failed to stem the
worsening of the economy or revive
lending, and the ultimate extent of
banks’ troubles remains largely un-
known. That was made plain Monday

Please turn to back page
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What’s News—
Business & Finance World-Wide

Associated Press

By Stacy Meichtry in Rome and
John D. Stoll in Detroit

Writers throw their books
at the financial crisis
CORPORATE NEWS | PAGE 4

Australia’s policies change
the lives of its Aborigines
NEWS IN DEPTH | PAGES 18-19

History at hand
n Past inaugural speeches that res-
onated with the public ............... 11
n First lady’s choice of ball gown
has to hit the right tone............ 12
n Tough times at a neighborhood
close to the Capitol .................. 13
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By Carrick Mollenkamp,
Sara Schaefer Muñoz and
Alistair MacDonald

Markets 4 p.m. ET
NET PCT

MARKET CLOSE CHG CHG

DJIA 8281.22 Closed
Nasdaq 1529.33 Closed
DJ Stoxx 600 189.72 -3.24 -1.68
FTSE 100 4108.47 -38.59 -0.93
DAX 4316.14 -50.14 -1.15
CAC 40 2989.69 -27.06 -0.90

Euro $1.3137 -0.0109 -0.82
Nymex crude $36.51 Closed
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With its latest bank-bail-
out plan, the U.K. govern-
ment has gone head-first
into the credit default swap
business—one of the very
products that helped desta-
bilize the financial system
in the first place.

The Treasury will insure
banks against a wide range
of risks on their balance
sheets, from residential mort-
gages to commercial paper to
leveraged loans, regardless of
where the asset originated or
the currency in which it is de-
nominated. That is a gigantic
gamble. If this fails, the con-
sequences for the U.K. econ-
omy will be dire.

The Treasury’s bet is that
by providing this insurance
against future losses, those
losses are less likely to mate-
rialize—and the U.K. govern-
ment won’t have to pay up.
The aim of the bailout pack-
age—which also includes new
Bank of England funding ar-
rangements for illiquid as-
sets, an extension to the exist-
ing bank-debt guarantees and
a much-needed clarification
of the Financial Services Au-
thority’s bank capital regula-
tory framework—is to keep
banks lending. The hope is
that this will prevent a cata-

strophic collapse in economic
activity that might over-
whelm the banking system.

The asset-protection plan
sounds smart. It will enable
banks to reduce risk-
weighted assets and thus le-
verage without the need for
further capital injections.
Combined with the FSA’s
statement that it believes last
year’s recapitalizations have
left U.K. banks with a suffi-
cient capital buffer to meet
its minimum 4% Tier 1 capi-
tal ratio even after expected
large losses, this should pro-
vide scope for increased bank
lending. The government is

to indemnify banks against
90% of losses above a certain
level in return for a fee paid
in cash or shares.

But the finer details, in-
cluding the fees, have yet to
be worked out. So it is impos-
sible to say how effective the
plan will prove in practice.

And getting banks to
lend in the quantities re-
quired to prevent a slump is
a tall order. The collapse in
wholesale markets has left
banks with a £700 billion
($1.032 trillion) funding gap
that can only be closed by
deleveraging. At the same
time, many foreign lenders
have withdrawn from the
U.K., leaving a shortage of
credit that domestic lenders
can’t fill. Even if the govern-
ment’s various bank credit-
guarantee plans succeed in
reviving some wholesale
funding, it won’t be enough
to halt the deleveraging pro-
cess—only to slow it.

To have a realistic pros-
pect of success, the bank-
bailout plan needs two
other ingredients missing
from Monday’s announce-
ment. The first is interna-
tional cooperation, since
the U.K. government can’t
single-handedly revive glo-

bal wholesale markets. The
second is complete transpar-
ency on remaining U.K.
bank exposures to restore
confidence in the system.

By opting for a guaran-
tee system over a “bad
bank,” the U.K. government
spared itself a huge upfront
cost and the ordeal of issu-
ing gilts to buy banks’ toxic
assets. But it also forfeited
the benefits of price discov-
ery that a bad bank might
bring. Now it must force
banks to come clean over
their exposures or risk see-
ing its gamble founder amid
continued mistrust.

If the bet does fail, U.K.
taxpayers will be left to foot
the bill. How big the bill
might be depends on the de-
tails of the plan. But the
three most-exposed U.K.
banks have £900 billion of ex-
posure to commercial and res-
idential property and struc-
tured credit, of which £100
billion is particularly toxic,
according to Merrill Lynch.

That leaves the govern-
ment with a tricky balancing
act as it works out the de-
tails: It must find a way to re-
store confidence in bank bal-
ance sheets without destroy-
ing confidence in its own.
 —Simon Nixon

RBS’s fight to stand alone
Royal Bank of Scotland’s

long, slow, seemingly inevita-
ble descent toward full-scale
nationalization has just taken
another big step forward.

The U.K. bank’s boss,
Stephen Hester, insists na-
tionalization isn’t on either
management’s or the govern-
ment’s agenda, but neither
does he rule it out. Following
RBS’s warning that losses for
2008 could reach £28 billion
($41.3 billion) and the an-
nouncement of an increase in
the government’s stake to
70%, he could hardly say oth-
erwise.

True, some £20 billion of
those losses relate to good-
will write-downs arising
from RBS’s ill-fated acquisi-
tion spree, including Citizens
in the U.S. and ABN Amro at
the height of the bubble in
2007. These are noncash
losses and won’t have an im-
pact on regulatory capital.
And the retail and commer-
cial banks appear to be trad-
ing reasonably steadily be-
fore loan impairments and
credit write-downs.

But those impairments
and write-downs are mount-
ing by the day—a conse-
quence of the disastrous lend-
ing practices under former
boss Sir Fred Goodwin.

RBS will be hoping the
government’s decision to con-
vert its £5 billion of prefer-
ence shares into ordinary
shares—announced as part
of a package of emergency
measures designed to revive
U.K. bank lending—will help
stabilize the bank. The move
will save RBS £600 million a
year and improve the bank’s
core Tier 1 capital ratio to
around 7.4%, well above the
financial-services watchdog’s
newly clarified 4% minimum,
and thus providing a substan-
tial capital buffer against fu-
ture losses.

Even so, RBS remains one
of the most highly leveraged
banks in the world with tan-
gible assets equivalent to 50
times tangible equity.

The bank’s best hope of
avoiding full nationalization
lies in the U.K.’s latest bank-
bailout package, which in-
cludes a proposal to insure
banks against future losses.
But the details aren’t clear,
including the level of initial
losses to be taken by the
banks and the cost of the in-
surance. Further losses are
inevitable. If they are to be
borne by U.K. taxpayers, then
the state may yet demand
full control of RBS.

—Sean Walters

U.K. takes a gigantic gamble

U.K. boosts aid to banks as RBS reveals enormous loss
when RBS said it expects to post a
loss of £22 billion to £28 billion ($32.4
billion to $41.3 billion) for 2008. As
part of the latest rescue provisions,
the government’s share of RBS will in-
crease from 58% to 70%, and many be-
lieve that full nationalization of the
bank is in the cards. RBS shares fell
67% Monday in London.

The RBS loss further underscores
that the bank’s participation in a Eu-
ropean bank consortium’s purchase
of ABN Amro Holding NV likely will
go down as one of the worst in bank-
ing history. One big loss was tied to
an ABN loan to chemical maker Lyon-
dell Chemical Co., the U.S. arm of a
Dutch concern controlled by Russian-
born industrialist Len Blavatnik that
filed for bankruptcy protection ear-
lier this month.

“We doubled up at the wrong
time,” RBS Chief Executive Stephen
Hester said Monday as RBS shares
fell below 12 pence.

The U.K. government’s latest plan
comes just three months after Prime
Minister Gordon Brown announced a
£400 billion package in October that
included a £37 billion capital injection
into RBS, HBOS PLC and Lloyds TSB
Group PLC. That package prevented
U.K. banks from collapsing but has
failed to stabilize the banking mar-
kets as the U.K. slides into a recession.

The latest plan is a gambit by Mr.
Brown, the U.K. prime minister, that
the U.K. financial system can hold to-
gether. Mr. Brown, who must call an
election by May 2010, received ac-
claim last fall for the October plan
that became a model globally.

With that praise now fading, Mr.
Brown on Monday told reporters,
“These are extraordinary times.
They require unprecedented action.”
George Osborne, finance spokesman
for the opposition Conservative

Party, countered that the new plan
was “the clearest admission that the
first bailout of the banks has failed.”

Indeed, the government faces big
questions about whether its plan can
keep up with the onslaught of prob-
lems.

“The scale of losses both from ex-
isting financial-market assets and fu-
ture credit losses … is likely to be
much bigger than the measures
made in October would have dealt
with,” said Robert Law, banking ana-
lyst at Nomura International PLC,
who said an added problem is that
the wholesale funding markets re-
main mothballed and that foreign
lenders have retreated.

For regulators, it has become in-
creasingly clear that the preserva-
tion of banks will require ongoing ef-
forts that could require billions more
over a number of years. More ex-
treme measures could be needed, in-
cluding the outright nationalization
of RBS. According to a person famil-
iar with the situation, both the gov-
ernment and RBS weighed that op-
tion in recent weeks.

The U.K. government “is gambling
that the global economy improves
and they don’t have to go all the way
to nationalize, but that is the direc-
tion in which they are heading,” said
Simon Johnson, a professor at MIT
Sloan School of Management and a
former chief economist of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund. “But nobody is
quite ready for that on either side of
Atlantic, so you’ve got to go through
these intermediate steps.”

The new U.K. plan stitches to-
gether several moves in a combined
bid to fence off souring loans and gen-
erate new lending. In a get-tough
move, the government now plans to
force banks that take on the new help
to agree to quantified lending com-
mitments that will be audited.

In an effort to limit the losses
banks will have to absorb—and allevi-
ate capital needs—the U.K. govern-
ment agreed to insure 90% of bank
losses once banks took the initial
first hit under a so-called “asset pro-
tection scheme.” The asset insur-
ance, which could be in place for as
long as five years, will include com-
mercial and residential mortgage
loans, complex debt pools and lever-
aged loans. One upside: It will help
banks lower the amount of capital
needed to cover expected and unex-
pected losses.

Many details of the plan remain
unclear, such as the fee banks would
pay for the insurance. The govern-
ment says it is hard to determine the
full cost of the credit-insurance mea-
sures because it isn’t yet clear how
much protection against losses will
be sought by banks. Treasury offi-
cials and bank executives are cur-

rently negotiating over what needs
to be insured.

The moves taken to generate lend-
ing are multipronged and come in
the face of evidence of slowing U.K.
lending, despite banks’ claims they
remain open for business. On Mon-
day, the government said Northern
Rock PLC, the lender nationalized
last year after a run on the bank, will
cease shrinking its loan book in an ef-
fort to shore up lending.

The government has extended
the time period during which it will
guarantee bank-issued debt from
April 9 to Dec. 31. The biggest move,
which begins in April, is attaching a
government guarantee to triple-A se-
curities underpinned by mortgages
and corporate and consumer debt.

Separately, the Bank of England is
setting up a new program that ini-
tially will purchase £50 billion of a
range of corporate bonds, short-term

IOUs known as commercial paper, and
syndicated bank loans. That program
goes into effect Feb. 2. The govern-
ment also said the bank will, if
needed, be able to use this framework
to increase the money supply in order
to boost the economy as interest rates
head to zero, a measure already em-
ployed by the U.S. Federal Reserve.

Simon Adamson, an analyst at re-
search firm CreditSights in London,
was one of several analysts to ques-
tion whether the plan is enough. “If
this doesn’t work in terms of the
wider economy, there is probably
not much more that the government
can actually do,” he said.

A big question now is whether
the government’s steps can get
ahead of mounting losses on corpo-
rate loans. RBS said Monday it could
post a £28 billion loss for 2008 as the
bank’s bad loans and trades mounted
in the fourth quarter. RBS said the
loss includes £7 billion to £8 billion
related to loan and trading losses.
The big chunk of the loss, some £15
billion to £20 billion, is tied largely
to goodwill charges taken after the
ABN purchase. RBS said Monday
that much of what it bought now had
fallen significantly in value.

The bank reported a £1 billion expo-
sure to LyondellBasell and £1.5 billion
in other charges in its global banking
and markets business in the fourth
quarter, predominantly in December.

RBS also agreed to a new pact
with the government that will save
the bank £600 million in interest pay-
ments on preferred shares. But the
new deal, struck in recent days,
means the government’s stake in
RBS will rise to roughly 70% from
58%. Mr. Hester, the RBS chief, on
Monday didn’t rule out an outright
nationalization but said that for now
it is a move neither RBS nor the gov-
ernment wants to take.

Continued from first page

Double down
Market value of some of the
biggest banks in the U.K.,
in billions of pounds

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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Getting in deeper
Major moves by the U.K. government to bail out its financial sector and 
revive lending

Oct. 8, 2008:
n Pledged as much as £50 billion to 
buy stakes in banks and boost their 
capital cushions against losses. So 
far, it has spent £37 billion.
n Pledged to guarantee as much as 
£250 billion in new bank 
borrowings. On Monday, the 
government said it would extend 
the life of the guarantees in place 
to the end of 2009. 
n To help banks find a home for 
hard-to-sell securities, the 
government doubled the size of an 
£100 facility that allows banks to 
swap those securities for 
government bonds. 

Jan. 15, 2009:
n Pledged £21 billion to guarantee 
loans to small and medium-sized 
businesses.

Jan. 19:
n Offers banks insurance to limit 
their losses on souring mortgages 
and other loans.
n Launches a guarantee plan for up 
to £50 billion in asset-backed 
securities, which banks use to 
repackage and sell consumer loans.
n Authorizes the Bank of England 
to buy various high-quality assets, 
including corporate bonds, 
mortgage-backed securities and 
bank debt. The bank will initially be 
allowed to spend £50 billion. 
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A Palestinian family by their destroyed
house in southern Gaza Strip Monday.

Israel promises swift pullout from Gaza
Troops leave behind
damaged territory
and a strong Hamas

A WSJ NEWS ROUNDUP

JERUSALEM—Israel hopes to
pull all its troops out of the Gaza
Strip by the time Barack Obama is
inaugurated as U.S. president Tues-
day, Israeli officials said.

In Gaza’s biggest city, streets
brimmed with people and cars Mon-
day as residents began picking up
the pieces of the lives they led be-
fore Israel’s three-week air and
ground onslaught.

Israeli tanks had been stationed
on the rim of Gaza City, and destruc-
tion there was heavy. Tank shells
turned some buildings into heaps
of concrete while the tanks them-
selves rammed into the sides of oth-
ers, peeling off pieces. Orange
groves and olive groves were flat-
tened.

Further inside the city, the par-
liament building and other targets
of Israeli warplanes and helicopter
gunships were reduced to debris.

Israel made its troop-with-
drawal plan known at a dinner Sun-
day with European leaders who
came to the region in an effort to
consolidate the fragile cease-fire,
government officials said. The
Tuesday pullout target won’t be
met if militants resume fire, offi-
cials said.

A swift withdrawal would re-
duce the likelihood of clashes be-
tween militants and Israeli troops
that could rupture the truce.

By getting its soldiers out be-
fore the Obama inauguration, Is-
rael would spare the new adminis-
tration the trouble of having to
deal immediately with a burning

problem in Gaza. Mr. Obama has
said Mideast peace will be a prior-
ity for his administration.

Thousands of Israeli troops
have left Gaza, but large contin-
gents of soldiers have been kept
close to the border on the Israeli
side, prepared to re-enter if vio-
lence reignites, defense officials
said.

Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
told his European dinner guests his
country had no desire to stay in
Gaza, a Mediterranean strip of 1.4
million people that Israel vacated
in 2005, while retaining control of
its airspace, coastal waters and bor-
der crossings.

Israel started its offensive on
Dec. 27, saying it was responding to
increasing rocket attacks on Israel,
after an informal cease-fire be-
tween Israel and Hamas expired
last month.

If the cease-fire results in an
end to those rocket attacks, it could
allow Israel to claim a military vic-
tory. For Hamas, a sustained cease-
fire would end a blistering attack
that has destroyed infrastructure
and homes across the territory. De-
spite the damage, Hamas stands to
gain a boost to its regional credibil-
ity just by surviving the attacks.

“Hamas has never had this
much legitimacy,” said Hady Amr, a
fellow at the Brookings Institu-
tion’s Saban Center for Middle East
Policy and director of the think
tank’s Brookings Doha Center. On
Friday, Hamas’s Damascus-based
leader Khaled Meshal attended a
summit of leaders in Doha, Qatar,
which provided the militant group
a rare public stage and under-
scored the support in much of the
region for the group.

That support threatens the
hopes of Israel and the U.S. that Ha-
mas, which the U.S. designates as a

terrorist organization, would be
marginalized by the end of the Is-
raeli campaign.

More than 1,100 Palestinians
have been killed in the fighting,
about one-third of them children,
according to United Nations and
Palestinian health officials. Thir-
teen Israelis have died, including
three civilians.

Monday was the first day since
the war began that city residents
were out in full force. At one afflu-
ent home near the border, the
homeowners had brought a truck,
and were carting off Chinese vases,
a refrigerator and baby stroller.

Electricity cables dangled all
over the city. Those who could af-
ford expensive fuel relied on gener-

ators, but donkey carts piled high
with tree branches and split logs
plied the city’s streets, providing
the city’s most impoverished with
wood to cook and heat their homes.

Palestinian surveyors estimate
the war destroyed at least $1.4 bil-
lion of buildings, roads, power
lines and pipes in the already im-
poverished territory. Arab and
Western countries will be expected
to foot most of the bill. On Monday,
Saudi Arabia pledged $1 billion to
the reconstruction project.

But the delivery of Western aid
will be complicated because West-
ern powers class Hamas as a terror-
ist organization and refuse to deal
with it. A top European Union offi-
cial said Europe wouldn’t help to re-
build buildings and infrastructure
destroyed in Israel’s offensive until
Gaza is governed by rulers accept-
able to the EU.

The weekend cease-fire fol-
lowed a U.S.-Israel deal commit-
ting Washington to help Israel keep
arms from reaching Hamas in Gaza.
The U.S.-Israeli deal, signed by Is-
raeli Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni
in Washington, specifically calls
for the U.S. to deploy technical, in-
telligence and military assets
across the Middle East to help pre-
vent the smuggling of arms into
Gaza.

The U.S. also committed to coor-
dinating with NATO members and
Mideast allies to prevent arms
from reaching Gaza or Egypt’s Si-
nai Peninsula, particularly from
Iran.

The commitment doesn’t call
for the U.S. to employ its own
troops in the Palestinian territo-
ries, but rather to provide training
to local security forces.

U.S. officials compared the
scope of the agreement to the Pro-
liferation Security Initiative, a
Bush administration program that
focuses on interdicting ships and
airplanes believed to be trafficking
equipment used in developing nu-
clear weapons and long-range mis-
siles.

U.S. officials said that the deal
augments the diplomacy Egypt is
currently leading to forge a formal
cease-fire in Gaza. U.S. officials
said it will remain in effect after
Mr. Obama assumes power Tues-
day. Secretary of State Condo-
leezza Rice said she has been brief-
ing the Obama transition team on

the agreement’s implications.
Egypt is seeking an agreement

between the Israelis and Palestin-
ians to reopen border crossings
into Gaza under the auspices of the
Palestinian Authority. Cairo also
wants to broker a rapprochement
between Hamas and the Fatah
party headed by Palestinian Au-
thority President Mahmoud Abbas.

The U.S. wants the Palestinian
Authority, rather than Hamas, to
control Gaza’s border crossings.
Washington also believes Mr. Ab-
bas should control the flow of any
reconstruction aid into Gaza once
hostilities end. “The PA comes back
to save the people of Gaza,” said
one Western diplomat in Jerusa-
lem. “That’s the narrative.”

But boosting Mr. Abbas at the ex-

pense of Hamas in any deal would
be difficult. Hamas beat Fatah in
Palestinian parliamentary elec-
tions in 2006 and violently overran
Gaza the following year. Israel’s mil-
itary pounding and its heavy civil-
ian death toll has boosted empathy
for Hamas across much of the Mid-
dle East. Mr. Abbas, meanwhile,
has been widely criticized across
the Arab world for his perceived
weak response to Israel’s attack.

At a conference of Arab leaders
in Qatar, officials including Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
and Syrian President Bashar Assad
warmly welcomed Mr. Meshal, the
Syria-based Hamas leader.

The meeting also showed how
the Gaza conflict has widened the
rift among Middle East leaders,
with the Western-leaning leader-
ship, including Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak and Mr. Abbas, on
one side, and Iran and Syria and
their proxies including Hamas and
the Lebanese militant group
Hezbollah on the other. Saudi Ara-
bia and Egypt stayed away from the
Doha meeting, sending representa-
tives instead to a summit of Arab
ministers in Kuwait City.
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Fiat is poised to take a 35% interest in Chrysler

last time a new Democrat moved
into the White House. That, of
course, was when Mr. Clinton took
power in 1993.

At that point, the imperative for
Team Clinton was to try hard not to
look like the previous Democratic
administration, the one
run by Jimmy Carter. The
Carter years were widely
viewed as unhappy ones,
marked by a bad economy
and embarrassments
abroad, and topped off by
a humiliating defeat at the
polls. Things Carter were
to be kept at arm’s length.

Today’s situation is
quite different. The Clin-
ton years were marked by
an impeachment and con-
troversies galore, but Mr. Clinton ul-
timately left office carrying a good
economic record, a budget in the
black and high popularity. Harking
back to the Clinton times is accept-
able—in some cases even desirable—
for Mr. Obama.

“The fact of the matter is that
they have what we didn’t have in
’92 and ’93, which is a usable past,”
says William Galston, a political
and policy scholar who was part of
that Clinton team. “Not to make use
of it would be crazy.”

So, Mr. Obama is making use of
it. Start with Mr. Gore.

Though the former vice presi-
dent’s influence gets the least atten-

tion, it may be the most striking. Be-
cause the smoldering economy and
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan soak
up so much attention, relatively lit-
tle attention has been paid to how
much members of the Obama en-
ergy and environment teams figure
to try to shake up the status quo—

and how much Mr. Gore’s
fingerprints are on their
thinking.

His influence starts with
the woman who is going to
be the White House energy
and environment “czar,”
Carol Browner. She cut her
teeth as a staffer in the of-
fice of then-Sen. Gore, be-
fore running the En-
vironmental Protec-
tion Agency in the
Clinton years. The

Gore lineage extends from
there. Just as Ms. Browner
worked for Mr. Gore, so the
new head of the EPA, Lisa
Jackson, and the new head
of the White House Council
on Environmental Quality,
Nancy Sutley, once worked
for Ms. Browner at the EPA.

Moreover, Mr. Obama’s
choice for energy secretary, Steven
Chu, a Nobel Prize-winning scien-
tist from the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, places a Gore-like
emphasis on climate change and al-
ternative fuels.

“These are people who believe
firmly in the kind of environmental

agenda that Al Gore has developed
and advocated, and they appear to
me to be in favor of the boldest pos-
sible action as fast as we can con-
ceivably do it, given budget con-
straints,” says Mr. Galston.

On economics, Mr. Ru-
bin’s impact is easy to see,
merely by looking at those
at the new president’s el-
bow in dealing with the re-
cession. (Mr. Rubin him-
self might well be one of
those people at the presi-
dent’s side, if not for the
time he spent as a highly
paid executive of Citi-
group, which played its

own inglorious
role in the melt-
down of the financial mar-
ket in recent months.)

Rubin protégés have
been picked to fill the
most important economic
seats: Treasury Secretary-
designate Timothy Geith-
ner, National Economic
Council head Lawrence
Summers, budget-direc-
tor-to-be Peter Oszag and
White House economic

aide Jason Furman all worked for
Mr. Rubin in the Clinton Treasury.

It’s hard to know precisely how
much of Rubinomics itself actually
will carry into Obama policies. The
hallmark of Mr. Rubin’s time in of-
fice—attacking the federal defi-
cit—is distinctly out of sync with

the current era, in which deficit
spending to energize the economy
is considered a virtue. But the Ru-
bin ancestry tells you the Obama
team, down deep, carries some defi-
cit-hawk genes that should re-

emerge later.
That leaves the former

president himself. Mr. Clin-
ton’s most obvious per-
sonal connection to the
Obama team comes in the
person of his wife, incom-
ing Secretary of State Hill-
ary Clinton. More broadly,
he groomed many of the
centrists—notably White
House Chief of Staff Rahm
Emanuel—who now, some-
what to the chagrin of lib-

eral Democrats, fill important
Obama posts.

But Mr. Clinton’s influence runs
deeper. As Mr. Galston notes, the
former president took Democrats
to the center on two racially
charged social issues—welfare re-
form and crime—and virtually took
those issues off the table as politi-
cal hot potatoes. That liberated Mr.
Obama to move beyond them.

A couple of other Clinton policy
legacies—balanced budgets and
free trade—aren’t so much in
vogue. Still, there’s a broader Clin-
ton lesson Mr. Obama seems to
have absorbed: Pragmatism and a
bit of centrism go a long way in help-
ing a Democratic president suc-
ceed.
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China families file suit over milk
Parents seek clarity
on how they can pay
for long-term illness

duce new, low-emission small-car
models to its fleet, the people famil-
iar with the matter said. Fiat would
also build and sell its own small cars
in the U.S., possibly via Chrysler’s
U.S. dealership network, thereby ex-
tending its reach beyond Europe’s
car market, these people said.

Cost savings associated with the
partnership are expected to be esti-
mated in the $3 billion to $4 billion
range, they said.

A Chrysler representative didn’t
return calls seeking comment,
which was previously reported on
the Web site of Automotive News Eu-
rope.

For both companies, the poten-
tial deal is a defensive move aimed
at long-term survival.

At the end of 2008, Chrysler, the
smallest of the U.S.’s Big Three auto
makers, was nearly out of money un-
til the U.S. government provided $4
billion in emergency loans. Chrysler
Chief Executive Robert Nardelli last
week said that the company needs

$3 billion more in federal loans. The
loan terms require Chrysler to show
it can be viable by March. Striking a
partnership with Fiat should enable
Chrysler to make a better case to the
government that it has a good shot
at recovering.

Analysts have doubted whether
Fiat, which produced just 1.7 million
units in the first nine months of
2008, has the scale to survive as an
independent manufacturer of small
cars. Small vehicles produce rela-
tively thin margins, making it hard
to make money in Europe’s high-
cost labor market.

Fiat has for months been explor-
ing ways to gain a foothold in the
North American car market, hunt-
ing for a partner that could manufac-
ture its Fiat 500 minimodel and re-
launch its high-end Alfa Romeo
brand in the U.S.

The financial crisis has exacer-
bated Fiat’s challenges. Car sales
have plunged around the world as
potential car buyers struggled to
get loans to finance new-car pur-

chases. New-car registrations in Eu-
rope, a measure of demand, reached
a 15-year low in 2008, falling 7.8% to
14.7 million, compared with 2007,
the European Automobile Manufac-
turers Association reported last
week.

Fiat also risks higher fees to fi-
nance its debt, which stands at
about Œ7.2 billion ($9.57 billion).
Last Thursday, Moody’s Investors
Service placed Fiat under observa-
tion for a possible downgrade on
short- and long-term debt.

The potential alliance will need
the blessing of Fiat’s founding fam-
ily, the Agnellis. The family, which
still holds a 30% controlling stake in
Fiat, has said in the past that to stay
competitive, Fiat needed to link up
with a larger rival. Fiat’s board is
likely to discuss the potential deal
with Chrysler when it meets on
Thursday to approve third-quarter
results, one person familiar with the
matter said.

Chrysler and Fiat are similar
and, in some ways, complementary

companies. Chrysler operates al-
most exclusively in North America
and gets about three-quarters of
its sales from trucks, sport-utility
vehicles and minivans. Fiat special-
izes in small and midsize cars. Both
companies could benefit from hav-
ing a larger global volume of sales
over which to spread development
costs.

Last summer, Chrysler con-
firmed it was in talks with Fiat
about the Italian auto maker’s inter-
est in obtaining U.S. manufacturing
capacity for the Alfa Romeo brand.

In snagging control of Chrysler,
Fiat would add assembly capacity
in North America, while giving
Chrysler access to fuel-efficient
small cars and engines, and better
entree to Europe and Latin Amer-
ica. Fiat has about 2.6 million units
of global manufacturing capacity,
with nearly half of the production
facilities based in Western Europe.
The rest of Fiat’s plants are prima-
rily in Eastern Europe and South
America.
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By Spencer Swartz

LONDON—Dubai will invest
most of the $16 billion planned in an
infrastructure deal with Nigeria to
develop oil and natural-gas drilling
projects and the dilapidated power
sector in the West African country,
an official with Nigeria’s state petro-
leum company said Monday.

The deal, signed last week, many
details of which have still to be ham-
mered out, could be a boon to the im-
poverished West African nation
where past and present governments
have long been unable to meet the
population’s basic development
needs, such as reliable electricity sup-
plies.

The planned decadelong invest-
ment comes at a time when tum-
bling crude prices are putting stress
on Nigeria’s oil-dependent economy
and signals willingness by the Dubai
government to seek investment
deals further afield as Gulf opportu-
nities dry up amid the global finan-
cial meltdown.

An official with the Nigerian Na-
tional Petroleum Co. said the deal in-
volved Dubai Natural Resources
World teaming up with the state-run
NNPC to bankroll new oil- and gas-
drilling projects and build at least
1,000 megawatts of gas-fired power
generation.

“This would be across-the-board
energy-infrastructure projects. Dubai
wants to help us do things that others
[international oil companies] haven’t
been willing to do,” the official said.

While Dubia would invest most
of the money, Nigeria too could
pony up some funds to contribute,
he said.

Dubai Natural Resources World,
a unit of state-owned investment
company Dubai World, confirmed
the agreement in a statement over
the weekend.

The deal also envisages building
new pipelines to distribute gas to ar-
eas cited for planned industrial ac-
tivity and possible investment in liq-
uefied natural-gas facilities, the offi-
cial said.

But there are a host of uncertain-
ties in the deal, including how Dubai
will finance its planned invest-
ments. Militant violence also contin-
ues unabated in Nigeria’s main oil-
and gas-producing region, which
has hobbled energy projects over
the past three years.

Dubai, one of seven emirates
that make up the United Arab Emir-
ates, has been rocked by the finan-
cial crisis and credit-rating agen-
cies have slashed their outlooks on a
number of Dubai-controlled enti-
ties, including property developers.

Nigeria is one of Africa’s biggest
oil producers, and has the world’s
seventh-biggest proven natural-gas
reserves, but it has a poor track
record of developing those supplies.

For decades, foreign companies
working with the NNPC have flared
off most of Nigeria’s oil-associated
gas because the domestic market
was small with few industrial and re-
tail consumers. This has begun to
change in the past decade with the
building of terminals that liquefy
natural gas for export on tankers
bound for Europe and the U.S.

Foreign oil companies have re-
sisted investing more in Nigeria’s
domestic gas and power infrastruc-
ture, in part because of low gas
prices set by the government. It is
unclear if Dubai will get any finan-
cial breaks on its gas and power in-
vestments because of the country’s
low retail energy prices.
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By Loretta Chao

BEIJING—More than 200 fami-
lies of children sickened by tainted
milk have filed a lawsuit against
milk producers in China’s highest
court, escalating the backlash over
China’s biggest product-safety scan-
dal in recent history.

The 213 families filed their suit
with the Supreme People’s Court by
mail late last week, said Xu Zhiyong, a
Beijing-based attorney who is one of
the lawyers representing the fami-
lies. The court hasn’t said whether it
willaccept thesuit, andcourt officials
couldn’t be reached for comment.

Successful product-liability law-
suits arerare in China, buttheparents’
movewillataminimumaddunwanted
attention to the tainted-milk scandal,
which first surfaced in September.

Officials estimate that 296,000
children were sickened and at least
six were killed after drinking for-

mula adulterated with melamine.
The industrial chemical was added
to the milk by Chinese dairy farmers
and others to artificially boost pro-
tein readings in tests. The ingestion
of melamine can cause kidney
stones and other kidney damage. As
of Jan. 12, more than 300 children re-
mained hospitalized for treatment.

Most plaintiffs in the current
case had already been offered cash
payments under an industry com-
pensation plan backed by the gov-
ernment that was announced last
month. But the families declined
those offers, parents and lawyers in-

volved in the lawsuit say, because
the industry plan doesn’t include
clear guidelines on how families can
pay for future medical treatment
for long-term health problems.

More broadly, parents say the
government has failed to ade-
quately acknowledge their con-
cerns.

Neither the Ministry of Health
nor the Dairy Industry Association
has publicly released specific infor-
mation about how much families can
claim under the plan.

 —Ellen Zhu in Shanghai
contributed to this article.

Dubai will invest
the most in deal
to boost Nigeria
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S&P downgrades Spain’s rating
Default is unlikely,
but slowing growth
will take large toll

By Joellen Perry

Spain became the second euro-
zone country in less than a week to
suffer a downgrade of its govern-
ment debt, as the bloc’s deepening
recession eats into tax revenues and
threatens the health of public fi-
nances.

The downgrade was the latest
stage in Spain’s rapid fall from being
the euro zone’s star economy to one
of the most troubled.

For a decade, Spain was the
bloc’s largest creator of jobs, as its
construction industry boomed.
Now it has the highest unemploy-
ment rate in the 16-nation euro
zone. The Spanish government ex-
pects the jobless rate to hit 16% this
year as construction sector grinds
to a halt and worried consumers
rein in spending.

Standard & Poor’s cut its credit
rating for Spanish government debt
Monday by one notch to AA-plus
from AAA. A default is still unlikely
for Spain, but the end of a decade-
long housing boom will slow growth
and end up straining public coffers
in the euro-zone’s fourth-largest
economy.

The move followed a similar-
size cut for Greek government debt

last Wednesday, and came after
S&P put Spain on credit watch last
week.

The euro zone’s recent down-
grades may not be the last. S&P put
both Ireland and Portugal on credit
watch this month. Ireland’s rating is
thought to be vulnerable because of
its slowing economy and the cost of
an expensive bank-guarantee plan,
which is about twice the size of its
gross domestic product.

“I expect a downgrade for Ire-
land as well,” said Luca Cazzulani, a
fixed-income strategist with Uni-
Credit SpA in Milan.

The downgrades and warnings
reflect increasing worries about
euro-zone governments’ abilities to
escape a steepening downturn.

Spain has launched an ambitious
fiscal stimulus plan to cushion the im-
pact of its economic downturn. After
a 14-year growth spurt, Spain’s econ-
omy slid into recession in the second
half of last year. The government has
promised to pump Œ38 billion
($49.78 billion) into the economy in
2008 and 2009—equivalent to about
2% of annual GDP—through tax cuts
and spending. As part of a bank-res-
cue plan, Spain also pledged to buy
as much as Œ30 billion in assets is-
sued by its banks and guarantee up
to Œ200 billion in bank debt.

Analysts said years of responsible
public-finance management made a
default unlikely for Spain. Though
the economic slowdown and fiscal
stimulus plans will push Spain’s gov-
ernment debt to 53% of GDP by 2010,
according to European Commission
forecasts, Spain’s public finances re-
main far healthier than those of Italy

and Greece, where public debt will
hit 98% and 110%, respectively.

“The default probability still re-
mains low because the rating of
Spain is still quite high,” said Uni-
Credit’s Mr. Cazzulani.

More likely, however, is that
Spain will endure a deep, protracted
slowdown as it seeks out new en-
gines of economic growth.

Spain’s downgrade also reig-
nited market speculation that the
euro zone itself could break apart.
The Frankfurt-based European Cen-
tral Bank sets its interest rates for
the euro zone as a whole, leaving
Spain and other struggling coun-
tries without the option to slash in-
terest rates or devalue their curren-
cies to prop up growth.

Economists continue to dismiss
the likelihood of a breakup as re-
mote. Not only would a defector

likely face currency and bank runs
as investors and depositors rushed
to safer havens, said Barry Eichen-
green, an economic historian at the
University of California at Berkeley:
“They’d also have to go through the
incredibly messy process of rede-
nominating all their euro-zone
debts and assets into the new cur-
rency.” That, he said, “would be infi-
nitely worse than a plain-vanilla de-
fault.”

The economic outlook darkened
further Monday for the euro-zone’s
$12.2 trillion economy. The Euro-
pean Commission forecast the bloc’s
annual output will shrink this year
for the first time in its decadelong
history. The European Union’s execu-
tive arm forecast a 1.9% contraction
in 2009, compared with the 0.1% ex-
pansion it foresaw in November.

Faltering export growth and in-

vestment mean Germany, Europe’s
largest economy, will contract by
2.3% this year, according to the fore-
cast. Spain and Italy were forecast
to contract by 2% this year, and the
Irish economy was predicted to
shrink by 5%. The commission also
warned diminishing tax receipts
and higher government spending
will hurt public finances across the
bloc. Euro-zone budget deficits, it
said, will average 4% of gross domes-
tic product this year and 4.4% of
GDP in 2010. That’s far worse than
the 1.7% average deficit recorded in
2008 and well above the European
Union’s 3% ceiling.

Joaquin Almunia, European com-
missioner for economic and mone-
tary affairs, has said governments
that went into the downturn with-
out too much debt relative to the
size of their GDP are allowed to

boost deficits to 4% of GDP for one
year, but he reiterated that govern-
ments must “commit that they will
reverse the deterioration of public
finances as soon as we return to nor-
mal economic times.”
 —Thomas Catan and Adam Cohen

contributed to this article.

LEADING THE NEWS

The downgrade
revived speculation
the euro zone itself
could break apart.

Falling down
Euro-zone’s gross domestic product, 
real annual percentage change
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Senator criticizes university’s oversight
Researchers urged
to disclose more fully
commercial payments

News In Depth

By David Armstrong

And Thomas M. Burton

A prominent spine surgeon and
researcher at the University of Wis-
consin received $19 million in pay-
ment over five years from
Medtronic Inc., one of America’s
largest makers of spinal devices, ac-
cording to a senator who is investi-
gating potential conflicts of interest
in medicine.

The surgeon, Thomas Zdeblick,
received the payments while help-
ing Medtronic develop and promote
a number of spinal products.

Medtronic’s $19 million in pay-
ments to Dr. Zdeblick from 2003 to
2007 went “greatly” beyond what
was evident in disclosures he made
to the university, Sen. Charles Grass-
ley said in a Jan. 12 letter to Kevin P.
Reilly, the school’s president. The
University of Wisconsin, like other
academic centers that conduct fed-
eral research, is required by the gov-
ernment to monitor its researchers’
financial conflicts.

In each of the five years cited in
the letter, Dr. Zdeblick told the uni-
versity that he received $20,000
or more from Medtronic, and in
one year, he reported getting
$40,000 or more. The disclosures
conform to school policies, which
currently don’t require research-
ers to specify amounts received
above $20,000.

The report of multimillion-dol-

lar payments to Dr. Zdeblick
comes amid a growing movement
for more detailed disclosure of the
financial ties between doctors and
outside interests. Most public dis-
closures of relationships between
doctors and companies rarely
specify how much a physician is be-
ing paid. When amounts are dis-
closed, they are often revealed in a
fashion similar to that of Wiscon-
sin’s policy in which a threshold
amount is used, such as a doctor
earning more than $10,000, with
no other details reported.

Sen. Grassley, an Iowa Republi-
can, told Mr. Reilly that “more than
$20,000” in this case meant far
more—from $2.6 million to $4.6 mil-
lion in royalty and consulting pay-
ments per year—according to
Medtronic records.

“I am concerned that Wiscon-

sin’s reporting requirements do
not go far enough to fully capture
a physician’s potential conflict of
interest,” Sen. Grassley’s letter
said. He asked the school for more
information on Dr. Zdeblick’s dis-
closures, whether he collects roy-
alties for devices used at the
school’s hospital, and whether pa-
tients are being told about his fi-
nancial interests.

Robert Golden, dean of Univer-
sity of Wisconsin’s medical school,
agreed that its disclosure require-
ments are insufficient and “indefen-
sible,” and said they would be tough-
ened to mandate disclosures of spe-
cific sums. “Clearly there is a big dif-
ference between $20,000 and $20
million,” he said in an interview.
“When it is defined that way it
doesn’t provide enough informa-
tion for people to make good sense

of it.” He said the school has found
in the past that Dr. Zdeblick has ad-
hered to its rules and filled out the
disclosure forms properly. Dr.
Golden said he would review the in-
formation provided by Sen. Grass-
ley, but expects to find that Dr. Zde-
blick has continued to follow univer-
sity rules.

Charles Rosen, a University of
California, Irvine, spinal surgeon
who is also president of the Associa-
tion for Medical Ethics, said the Wis-
consin disclosure policy is similar to
that of many universities and medi-
cal societies. He said those policies
are insufficient and that the public

has a right to know exactly how
much doctors are being paid by med-
ical-device companies and other out-
side interests.

“When you are advocating de-
vices or procedures, it can’t be
said this is a private matter and
that no one should know how
much this company is paying me,”
he said. “It should be very public.
People should know.”

The ethics association headed
by Dr. Rosen, which includes spine
surgeons and academics, is also ad-
vocating the position that any doc-
tor making more than $50,000
from device or drug companies
should not hold an academic ap-
pointment.

Dr. Zdeblick said he doesn’t ac-
cept royalties on products used on
his patients. Since 1991, he says,
he has told patients about his roy-
alty and consulting relationships.

One of his royalty generators is
a device implanted in patients
along with a bone-growth protein
that has recently been the subject
of a safety warning from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
and patient lawsuits.The device,
the Infuse Bone Graft, has gener-
ated $3 billion in revenue for
Medtronic, which says the prod-
uct is safe, with side effects occur-
ring in less than 1% of cases.
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Monday’s close: 625 pence, up 4.5%
Year-to-date: up 0.7%

By Eleanor Laise

We’ve seen the stock-market
plunge. The foreclosures surge. The
layoffs and the bankruptcies mount.
Now comes the inevitable next
stage of the economic downturn: a
rash of personal-finance books that
promise to help readers navigate
their way through the rubble—and
even to prosper amid it.

To some observers, it’s the sur-
est sign yet that the worst is over.

In other respects, the actual use-
fulness of many of these books may
be less than advertised. Some of the
authors offer few specific tips,
while others are substantially alter-
ing the advice they’ve served up in
the recent past.

Financial gurus whose past
books have highlighted low-money-
down home-buying strategies and
exotic mortgages are now stressing
20% down payments and standard
fixed-rate loans. Market prognostica-
tors are revising earlier bullish fore-
casts to fit the more-somber market
mood. Other authors are packaging
investment fundamentals into books
that promise to help readers beat
the current financial crisis.

Justayearorsoago,thepersonal-fi-
nancebookshelfwasahappy-go-lucky
placewhereeverybodyandtheirneigh-
borwasabouttobecomeamillionaire.
Now it’s more like a bomb shelter
stocked with canned goods for a long
battle. Pugilistic titles like “Fight for
Your Money” and “Gimme My Money
Back” are pushing aside sunnier fare
like “Millionaire by Thirty” and “You
Can Do It!: The Boomer’s Guide to a
Great Retirement.” At Amazon.com
Inc., the top-selling business book in
mid-Januarywas“SuzeOrman’s2009
ActionPlan:KeepingYourMoneySafe
andSound.”Atthesametimelastyear,
the top seller was “Ready, Fire, Aim:
Zero to $100Million in No Time Flat.”

“I don’t think anybody’s making
that promise now,” says Tom Nissley,
senior editor for books at Amazon.
“Youseealittle lessofthose bigprom-
ises for what you’re going to make. It’s
more like‘How to survive.’ ”

Personal-finance titles are typi-
cally big sellers at the start of the year,
whenpeoplevowtogetoutofdebtand

balance their checkbooks. But as eco-
nomicwoesdeepen,publishers,book-
sellersandreadersarepayingparticu-
lar attention to the category.

National book-store chains
Barnes & Noble Inc. and Borders
Group Inc. are creating special pro-
motions highlighting personal-fi-
nance and other titles tied to the fi-
nancial crisis. Customers are show-
ing a surge of interest in personal-fi-
nance books, booksellers say. And
publishers are racing to meet the de-
mand.

“We are
scrambling to
get books on
401(k)s, books
on how to best
manage your
money,” says
Drew Nederpelt,
publisher at Ster-
ling & Ross Pub-
lishers in New
York. The rela-
tively small firm,
which published
no personal-fi-
nance books last
year, plans to pub-
lish six or seven
this year, Mr.
Nederpelt says.

The mad
dash to publish
titles tied to the
crisis some-
times leaves lit-
tle time for actu-
ally writing the
books. “Gimme
My Money Back,” for example, “was
literally written and printed and
shipped in about 40 days,” says Mr.
Nederpelt, the book’s publisher. Au-
thor Ali Velshi, chief business corre-
spondent at CNN, says he wrote the
book in roughly two weeks.

Of course, financial books can
lay out complex investment princi-
ples in a slower-paced, user-
friendly format that’s generally not
possible in magazine or newspaper
articles or conversations with finan-
cial planners. “A Random Walk
Down Wall Street,” for example,
written by Princeton University
economist Burton Malkiel and first

published in 1973, is an enduring ti-
tle that “gives a really sound ground-
ing in the economics of how finan-
cial markets work,” says David
Yeske, managing director at finan-
cial planning firm Yeske Buie. Yet he
warns readers away from books
that have a neat gimmick. “You can
often recognize when a book is go-
ing to be the latest version of the
grapefruit diet,” Mr. Yeske says.

There may be one way readers
can use all these books to their ad-

vantage: Ig-
nore the
gloomy tone. A
study published
in the Journal of Behavioral Fi-
nance in 2006 found that stocks per-
form substantially better after the
publication of bearish financial
books than they do after bullish ti-
tles are published.

“If you go to the business section
and everything is bullish, it’s time to
watch out,” says Larry Speidell,
chief investment officer at Frontier
Market Asset Management in La
Jolla, Calif., and co-author of the
study. On the other hand, Mr.
Speidell calls the recent publication

of “The Great Depression Ahead:
How to Prosper in the Crash Follow-
ing the Greatest Boom in History” “a
major buy signal.”

Indeed, the work of Harry S.
Dent, Jr., author of “The Great De-
pression Ahead,” shows that finan-
cial titles don’t always have perfect
timing. While Mr. Dent’s 1993 book
“The Great Boom Ahead” was a well-
timed forecast of the 1990s bull mar-
ket, his 2004 book “The Next Great
Bubble Boom: How to Profit from
the Greatest Boom in History:

2005-2009”
proved less
prescient.

“Every-
body com-

plains that econ-
omists don’t make bold forecasts,”
says Mr. Dent, who also publishes a
newsletter. “We do, but it does mean
we’ll be wrong at times.” He adds that
he’s quick to adjust his forecasts if he
senses they’re going off track.

Some financial scribes actually of-
fer precious little in the way of specif-
ics on handling the current market
mayhem, despite their publishers’
promises. The back cover of “Gimme
My Money Back” promises readers “a
straightforward guide to understand-

ing how we got into the mess we’re in,
with concrete, simple, proven steps to
getyououtofit.”Butthebookislargely
an investing primer that explains the
fundamentalsofstocks,bondsandmu-
tualfunds.

“Intuitively, there’s nothing in the
bookthatyou’venotheardof,butmost
folkshaveaproblemgoingandmaking
changes in their 401(k),” says author
Mr. Velshi. “It’s almost like a
‘Dummies’ type of book.”

Someauthorsofferupadvicethat
readers will likely wish they’d heard
a year or two ago. In “The Great De-
pression Ahead,” Mr. Dent warns
that “we will see the deflation of
three great bubbles—stocks, real es-
tate and commodities—and the

broader deleveraging of
the greatest credit

bubble in history.”
And in “The Mot-
ley Fool Million

Dollar Portfolio:
How to Build and

Grow a Panic-
Proof Investment

Portfolio,” Motley
Fool cofounders

David and Tom Gard-
ner warn readers to

“be skeptical of long
periods of low volatil-

ity,” adding that such
calm markets are “usu-

ally a signal that stormy
waters might be just

around the bend.”
Personal-finance gu-

rus are also offering up
more-conservative home-buying
tips that may come too late for
many readers. In “The Money Book
for the Young, Fabulous & Broke,”
published in 2005, Suze Orman rec-
ommended hybrid mortgages,
which typically have a fixed interest
rate for several years and an adjust-
able rate thereafter, saying they’re
“smarter than a thirty-year fixed-
rate mortgage if you intend to move
within the next ten years.” In her
new book, Ms. Orman writes that
the ability to buy a home with a stan-
dard fixed-rate mortgage is a “re-
quirement” for potential buyers.
The fixed-rate mortgage is smarter,
she says, “so you never have to
worry about your payment rising.”

How to survive the boom in money books
Publishers are rushing out a spate of new personal-finance titles, but some advice may be two years late

Pearson expects stronger net, topping analyst forecasts
By Kathy Sandler

LONDON—Pearson PLC, which
publishes textbooks, Penguin books
and the Financial Times newspaper,
Monday said it has largely bucked
the economic downturn so far and
its 2008 earnings will beat market
expectations.

Shares in Pearson rose 4.5% in
London, compared with a 0.9% drop
in the FTSE 100.

Boosted by a lower tax rate and
sterling’s fall against the dollar, the
company expects earnings per
share to be about 20% higher in
2008 than the 46.7 pence (68 U.S.
cents) it posted for 2007, ahead of
analyst expectations.

Pearson said it saw difficult con-
ditions in some markets, including
its school-publishing operations in
the U.S. and advertising at the FT,
but all units achieved or exceeded
its own forecasts for 2008.

Looking ahead to results for
2009, the company said it expects
“to prove durable once again thanks
to the strength and breadth of our
education business, Penguin’s con-
sistent publishing performance and
the FT Group’s shift towards sub-
scription and content revenues.”

The company’s education busi-
ness has been under the spotlight
lately amid concerns about the im-
pact of a cut in U.S. education bud-
gets. Pearson supplies textbooks
and educational-instruction tools,
including online learning and assess-
ment, to U.S. schools and colleges.
The concerns were compounded by
Pearson’s educational-publishing ri-
val McGraw-Hill Cos. reporting an
expected drop of 10% to 15% in ele-
mentary- and high-school textbook
sales in 2009.

Still, Pearson said Monday that
results at its educational division
came in ahead of expectations last

year, with budgetary pressure on its
U.S. school-publishing operations
more than offset by good growth in
its testing business and strength in

U.S. higher education and interna-
tional education.

Numis Securities says Pearson is
better-placed to outperform its
peers in the U.S. educational sector,
because McGraw-Hill is grappling
with turning around its Standard &
Poor’s division, while Houghton Mif-
flin Cos., another competitor, is
hamstrung by high debt.

Pearson’s resilience in the face of
a global media slump reflects its rel-
atively small exposure to advertis-
ing, with only its FT operations be-
ing affected by the advertising
downturn.

Despite the advertising slow-
down in the fourth quarter, Pearson
said its FT unit has produced good
sales and profit growth. The com-
pany has been diversifying its FT
business away from the cyclical con-
straints of advertising for some
years: About 30% of the unit’s sales
now come from advertising, down

from more than half in 2000. In-
stead, Pearson has shifted the focus
at FT toward subscription and con-
tent revenue—predominantly circu-
lation—which, though it has fallen,
has held up well compared with U.K.
national-newspaper peers.

The company raised the week-
day price of the FT to £1.80 ($2.64)
from £1.50 in November, which
may have helped maintain revenue
despite falling circulation.

Even so, Pearson is mindful of
the economic climate and has taken
measures to reduce costs, including
cutting 80 jobs at the FT and imple-
menting a companywide pay freeze
for employees earning more than
£30,000 a year.

These measures reflect an indus-
trywide focus on cutting costs amid
uncertainty about the duration and
depth of the economic downturn.
 —Steve McGrath

contributed to this article.

CORPORATE NEWS

A growing collection of
personal-finance guides are
appearing from authors with tips for
surviving, and even thriving, during
the recession.
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It is time to quit smoking
Try nicotine gum
or going cold turkey,
but set good example

Health Journal / By Melinda Beck

Dear President Obama,
A world of woe has just landed in

your lap, including a conflagration
in Gaza and a deepening recession
at home. Some wags have suggested
that the new Leader of the Free
World shouldn’t try to quit smok-
ing, too. But I disagree. Starting a
new job and moving to a new home
is a great time to break old habits.

You’ve been very cagey about how
much you do smoke. Telling Tom
Brokaw last month, “There are times
when I have fallen off the
wagon,” could mean once or
twice in the long campaign, or
several furtive butts a day. In
case you didn’t see it, a big
study in Norway in 2005 found
that smoking just one to four
cigarettes a day can triple the
risk of dying of heart disease.

The fact that somebody as
smart and self-disciplined as
you are hasn’t been able to
quit completely is a testa-
ment to the addictive power
of cigarettes. More than 40
million other Americans are
in the same boat.

Nicotine soothes the primi-
tive fight-or-flight response
while focusing attention, and
it releases dopamine like a
pleasurable reward. Nicotine
withdrawal can make it harder to
think, concentrate and remember, as
well as causing irritability, impulsive-
ness and aggressiveness. (You might
want to put an extra layer of security
on those launch codes.) Nicotine-re-
placement therapy—with gum, loz-
enges, a patch or an inhaler—can alle-
viate those withdrawal symptoms,
provided you’re getting enough.

You’ve been chewing nicotine gum
for months now, but researchers have
found that some smokers need more
nicotine replacement than others to
stop their cravings. Puffing inten-
sively on just five cigarettes a day can
deliver as much nicotine as an entire
pack, says Jed Rose, director of Duke
University’s Center for Nicotine and
Smoking Cessation in Durham, N.C.

Dr. Rose, a co-developer of the nic-
otine patch, says a simple breath
test, available at some smoking-ces-
sation clinics, can measure how
much carbon monoxide you’ve in-
haled and how much nicotine re-
placement you need. You might be
more successful with a higher dose,
another kind of nicotine therapy or
a combination, says Dr. Rose.

Overdosing on nicotine replace-
ment can make you feel nauseated
and light headed and raise your heart
rate, but it doesn’t appear to cause
cancer; it’s the tar and various addi-
tives in tobacco that do that. And
even foreign dignitaries would under-
stand if you had a big wad of nicotine
gum “parked” in your jaw when they
came to visit.

The stop-smoking drug Chantix
has been very effective in some stud-
ies, but there are those warnings that
it can cause thoughts of suicide in rare
cases. Hypnosis might not be such a
great idea for a new president, either.

It’s possible that you’re smoking
more out of a behavioral habit than a
chemical addiction, and that can be
just as hard to shake. But there are
things you can do about that, too.

One is to make cigarettes as inac-
cessible as possible. Don’t carry any
with you. Throw away any private
stashes you might have. Don’t let
your secretaries or aides or Secret
Service agents or Marine guards
carry them for you. Slipping out to
buy a pack won’t be easy—and smok-
ing is banned inside the White

House (but that didn’t stop Jed Bart-
lett from occasionally puffing on
the patio when the going got tough
on “The West Wing”).

Also keep mental notes—or a writ-
ten log—of when you feel the urge to
smoke and why. Do you need a ciga-
rette to concentrate? Does it calm
you down when you’d otherwise get
angry? Do you want to smoke at a cer-
tain time of day or when you’re with a
particular person? Try to assess
what it’s doing for you and come up
with another means of coping.

“Use your awareness as a tool to
deal with the situation differently.
Don’t let it be automatic,” says Daniel
F. Seidman, a Manhattan psychologist
who specializes in smoking cessation.

I’m not going to list all the health

reasons for quitting. You co-spon-
sored a Senate bill to raise the fed-
eral cigarette tax to $1 per pack to
fund children’s health programs.
Just remember that if you do con-
tinue to smoke, even a little bit, an-
other generation of American kids
will think it’s cool, and the nation
will have even higher health-care
bills in the future.

Take it from people who smoked
cigarettes for a long time and finally
quit: The urge disappears. You’ll
have so much else to worry about
that you won’t have time to miss
them, and you’ll forget you ever
smoked at all.

You can do it. Yes, you can.

Email healthjournal@wsj.com.

Needle exchanges exact a deadly toll
worked on the San Francisco health
department’s new Drug Overdose
Prevention and Education, or DOPE,
project, training users to adminis-
ter naloxone, which cancels out the
effects of an opiate overdose.

Mr. Morse stayed with DOPE af-
ter the Harm Reduction Coalition
took it over, with the help of city
funding, in 2005. He started work-
ing full time for the Harm Reduction
Coalition the following year, provid-
ing assistance to needle exchanges
around the state.

By late 2006, Mr. Morse had also
joined San Francisco’s HIV Preven-
tion and Planning Council, and the
board of San Francisco’s Homeless
Youth Alliance, which runs a needle
exchange. He finished his Ph.D dis-
sertation on the Wobblies.

Though his professional life
bloomed in the last years of his life,
his depression was sometimes

deep, his family says. His paper-
work-heavy job left him unsatisfied,
his sister said. He was also jarred by
the death of his cat, who had nestled
on his lap as he wrote his thesis. He
had its name, Otter, tattooed on his
left biceps.

Then, three days before Christ-
mas in 2006, his sister was diag-
nosed with cancer. Carrie Morse
says her brother was despondent.
“Other people’s pain was Pete’s
pain,” said Ms. Morse, who works in
the public-relations department of
The Washington Post. The two
spoke daily for the next three
weeks, she says.

Shortly before his sister’s cancer
surgery, late on the night of Jan. 12,
2007, Mr. Morse ended up drunk at a
friend’s house in San Francisco’s
Mission District. The friend discov-
ered Mr. Morse unconscious on the
floor, according to the medical exam-
iner’s report. He was declared dead

at 4:31 the next morning. An au-
topsy found scar tissue on Mr. Mor-
se’s arm, and a needle puncture in
the crook of his elbow. The medical
examiner said his death was acciden-
tal and attributed it to alcohol, her-
oin and cocaine in his system.

More than 300 mourners at-
tended the funeral.

Mr. Morse’s parents blame his
heroin use that night on his decision
to drink too much as he despaired
over his sister’s illness. They say
they’re proud of their son’s efforts to
bring harm reduction into the main-
stream. Since her cancer treatment,
Carrie Morse has been volunteering
at Prevention Works, a needle ex-
change in Washington, D.C. Such pro-
grams, she says, “save lives.”

Mr. Morse’s coworker, Mr. Read,
learned another lesson from his
friend’s death. “It punctured the illu-
sion that knowledge can protect
you,” he says.
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Republic of Liberia, Forestry Development Authority
P.O. Box 3010, Kappa House, Elise Saliby Compound,

Congo Town, Mongrovia, Liberia

INVITATION TO BID
Due Diligence on Bidders on Logging Concessions

The Government of the Republic of Liberia through the Forestry Development Authority
(FDA) invites qualified firms to submit proposals to conduct due diligence on companies
bidding on logging concessions.
Several dozen concessions may be let over the next few years. For each, Forestry
Development Authority will seek a due-diligence report on one or more bidders.
Tender documents may be downloaded free of charge from the website of the Forestry
Development Authority (http://fda.gov.lr). Alternatively, theymay be purchased from the
Accounts Department of FDA.
Bids must be delivered in hard copy to the address below on or before March 3, 2009
at 10:00a.m. They will be opened at that time at the same address.

2001 Sikorsky S76C+
Executive Helicopter

1115 Hrs Total Time. EGPWS, Garmin GMX-200
Moving Map, Artex 406 MHZ ELT, Excellent
Maintenance, Engines & Powertrain On Support By
The Hour Programs.

Contact Dave
781-259-2501 or 781-883-5947

Hampton Inn & Suites
Vernal, Utah-Permit Ready

Lowe's Anchored Retail Center
Riverton, Utah-Fully Entitled

Retail Strip Center
Avondale, Arizona-Fully Entitled

For All Details Contact:

TheMerrill Group of Companies
Owner/Developer
Richard H. Dooling
800-808-8559

rdooling@themerrillgroupco.com
www.themerrillgroupco.com

3 Development Opportunities
Partnership or Outright Sale

$1.5 Million Consumer products co.
Selling to nearly every major US retail

chain. Great time to buy in;
asking $1.75 million.

www.consumerproducts.us.com

National Distribution Platform

à As with all investments,
appropriate advice should be obtained prior
to entering into any binding contract. à

PUBLICLY-TRADED SHELL
WITH CASH

§ $9+ Million Cash § $80+ Million NOLs § Timely
Filer § No Material Liabilities § Available For

Merger or Acquisitions.

Email: tradingpublic@gmail.com

PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM
Seeks to invest in an U.S. industrial
OEM. Min $25MM in sales & $3MM
EBITDA. M&A, Divestiture, joint
venture. Strong Mgmt team
required. Principles only.
Contact Len: 203-451-7799

MAKE GREAT
CONNECTIONS
IN EUROPE.
THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL EUROPE.

To advertise

Emma Balogun

TheWall Street Journal Europe

+44 207 842 9608

emma.balogun@dowjones.com
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Richemont sales slide
Emerging markets
didn’t offset decline
in luxury goods

CORPORATE NEWS

Christmas shoppers last month outside a Cartier store in New York. The financial
crisis is hurting luxury-goods sales, once thought to be resistant to downturns.
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By Lilly Vitorovich

LONDON—DSG International
PLC Monday said John Allan—cur-
rently a senior executive at Deut-
sche Post AG—will take over as
chairman at a time when the elec-
tronics retailer is battling through
the consumer-spending downturn
and increased competition.

Mr. Allan will succeed John Col-
lins, who announced last year that
he would retire at DSG’s annual
shareholder meeting on Sept. 2.
The company expects Mr. Allan to
join the board as a nonexecutive di-
rector ahead of his appointment as
chairman to provide a “suitable
handover period.”

The 60-year old, who has experi-
ence in marketing and finance as
well as general management, is cur-
rently chief financial officer of
Deutsche Post World Net.

Last week, DSG reported a sharp
fall in sales and margins over the hol-
idays as shoppers delayed buying
big-ticket items until the post-
Christmas sales. Chief Executive
John Browett said 2009 will be a
“challenging” year across most of
the retailer’s markets and warned of
high single-digit sales drops.

Separately, Deutsche Post Mon-
day reiterated that it expects ad-
justed earnings before interest and
taxes, or Ebit, to grow this year and
said that it met its 2008 adjusted
Ebit forecast of Œ2.4 billion ($3.2 bil-
lion).
 —Hilde Arends

contributed to this article.

John Allan to get
chairman’s post
at retailer DSG

By Stacy Meichtry

Cartier owner Compagnie Finan-
ciere Richemont SA said it is facing
theworstmarketconditionsintwode-
cadesascustomersreinedinspending
on pricey watches and jewelry, caus-
ing a steep drop in revenue during the
crucial holiday shopping season.

Richemont on Monday said sales
were Œ1.55 billion ($2.04 billion) dur-
ingthethree-monthperiodthatended
Dec. 31, 7% lower than in the same pe-
riodthe previous year.

The slowdown at Richemont, the
world’s second-biggest luxury-goods
maker after LVMH Moët Hennessy
LouisVuitton,showshowtheglobalfi-
nancial crisis is sapping an industry
thatanalystsonceconsideredlessvul-
nerable to economic malaise because
ofits big-spending customers.

“The deterioration seen at Riche-
montisstrongerthanweanticipated,”
J.P. Morgan analyst Melanie Flouquet
wrote in a research note Monday.

Evenastheglobaleconomyheaded
into a downturnayear ago,customers
kept buying items priced above
Œ10,000,suchasleatherhandbags,jew-
elryandwatches.Theluxury-goodsin-
dustry still racked up strong sales in
the 2007 end-of-year holiday season.
The industry’s apparent resilience
was one of the factors that prompted
Richemont to spin off its cash-rich to-
bacco business last year, to focus

purely on luxurygoods.
The luxury industry, however, is

nowfullyinthegripofthesouringglo-
bal economy. U.S. jeweler Tiffany &
Co. and leather-goods maker Coach
Inc. both recently reported disap-
pointing holiday sales. Richemont
said sales worsened in the month of
December, falling 12%, compared
with December 2007.

“Richemont is currently facing the
toughest market conditions since its
formation20yearsago,”thecompany
said in a statement Monday. Riche-
mont said it saw “no cause for opti-
mism” and that the luxury industry

neededto adjust to leaner times.
Richemont’s pessimistic outlook

also undercuts the luxury industry’s
hope that rising demand for luxury
goods in emerging markets such as
China would be strong enough to off-
set declines in traditional luxury mar-
kets like the U.S. and Europe.

Sales in Asian countries, excluding
Japan,wereŒ395millionbetweenOcto-
berandDecember,4%higherthanthey
had been in the year-earlier period.
However, that rise wasn’t strong
enough to counter a 24% fall in the
AmericastoŒ250millionandan8%fall
toŒ689millioninEurope.

The Globe logo, CME®, Chicago Mercantile Exchange®, CME Globex® and CME Group™ are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT® and Chicago Board of Trade® are trademarks of the
Board of Trade of the City of Chicago. New York Mercantile Exchange® and NYMEX® are registered trademarks of the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. Copyright © 2009 CME Group. All rights reserved.

In the face of global exchange rate fluctuations, business leaders demand risk management solutions that fit. That’s
why Andrew Coyne relies on CME Group, the world’s largest regulated foreign exchange (FX) marketplace. Using the CME
Globex electronic trading platform, Coyne and his team at Citi offer customers credit-efficient, cost-effective ways to
manage exposure to all major currencies, including the euro, pound and
yen. With unparalleled liquidity, transparency and speed, and the security
of central counterparty clearing, CME Group guarantees the soundness of
every trade. That’s why CME Group is where the world comes to manage
risk. Learn more at cmegroup.com/fx.

ANDREW COYNE

Managing Director,
Head of FX Prime Finance
and eCommerce, Citi

Solutions should
fit the risk.
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Coffee makers are being pitched as
money savers in these lean times.
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By Juliet Chung

As the economic slump puts the
brakes on discretionary spending,
kitchenware retailers and coffee-ma-
chine manufacturers are plugging ev-
erything from coffee beans to gleam-
ing, $3,000 café-style espresso mak-
ers as ways to save money.

“Did you know cutting just one of
those typical ‘tall’ lattes a day and re-
placing it with a delicious premium

organic coffee you
brew at home can
save more than

$1,200 a year?” goes a recent pitch
in a news release from New Jersey
coffee roaster Good Earth Coffee.

Reduced consumer spending has
spelled trouble for the big coffee
chains. Among the Starbucks cus-
tomers who plan to spend less at the
chain, 43% say they plan to brew cof-
fee at home more often, according
to research by Larry Miller, a restau-
rant analyst at RBC Capital Markets.
That spells opportunity for the
home-coffee-brewing sector.

Bodum, which makes French-
press coffee makers and accessories
like milk frothers, recently sent out
a pitch saying users could save more
than $1,000 a year making their cof-
fee at home. Sales rose about 10% in

2008, says Bodum USA President
Thomas Perez.

Philips Electronics, meanwhile,
is touting its single-serve Senseo
machine, which makes coffee from
capsules, as an alternative to take-
out coffee. It says the Senseo could,
over five years, produce enough sav-

ings for a car down payment or a
chunk of college tuition.

Even those who sell coffee ma-
chines costing $1,000 or more are
stressing value. Sur La Table, a gour-
met kitchenware chain, says its em-
ployees strive to help customers

find the machine that best meets
their needs. The chain has drip
machines that sell for $100. But it
specializes in fully automated
coffee centers starting at around
$1,000. The staff is told that “it’s
OK to let a customer know that if

they’re buying coffee every day at
a Starbucks on their way to work,

that that can quickly add up,” says
Jacob Maurer, a Sur La Table buyer.

“Value” advertising has typically
flourished in downturns, says David
Court, leader of the global market-
ing and sales practice at McKinsey &
Co., but it can be a tricky sell. “Adver-
tising works best when the message
is incredibly simple,” Mr. Court
says. “The concept of value is a
more difficult thing for the con-
sumer to understand than ‘Get a
brand I know on sale.’”

Sales of coffee machines fell in
2008, but retailers say they are a rela-
tive bright spot amid sluggish con-
sumer spending, and some say they
are seeing only growth in the area. At

Amazon.com, sales of single-serve
machines, like the Keurig and Ne-
spresso, as well as espresso machines,
were up last year and outpaced the
overall growth of Amazon’s home and
garden store, says Chris Nielsen, vice
president of the category.

New investment in home coffee-
brewing machines could have a last-
ing impact on $3-a-day latte habits,
says Mr. Miller, the analyst. “I think
you’re going to see some of these
folks not return to buying coffee out-
side the home.”

Deb Trevino, a spokeswoman for
Starbucks, which sells coffee ma-
chines and prepackaged coffee in its
stores, says the chain recognizes
that making coffee at home is an at-
tractive option for customers. But,
she adds, “our customers find value
in coming to Starbucks” for the con-
venience and ambience. Even so,
Starbucks has rolled out a loyalty
card and other promotions that of-
fer customers cheaper drinks.

Caroline Kauffman of Denver
traded her daily grande chai tea
latte for a Keurig machine that
makes single cups of coffee and
other drinks from capsules. With
coupons, she pays about 40 cents a
cup for coffee. “I don’t go at all to
Starbucks now,” she says.

Coffee gets steeped in value marketing

Fishing for a raise in a recession
Increases reserved
for top performers
with proven results

ADVERTISING

By Dana Mattioli

With raise season under way,
many employees may be stumped
about whether they should ask for a
salary increase this year. During a re-
cessionary period, people often find
themselves working harder but won-
der whether it’s realistic to expect
to be compensated for bearing the
extra burden when many companies
are facing losses.

The answer is, probably, but with a
catch. It isn’t unrealistic to expect a
salary increase, but the general con-
sensus among management experts is
that if you want a raise, you’re going
to have to justify it more than in previ-
ous years. And, you’ll need to pare
down your expectations, as compa-
nies—especially financial firms and
others directly affected by the down-
turn—have less money to dole out.

“In general we’re going to see
things from a flat compensation
standpoint, but certain segments
may find the ability to reward their
top performers,” says David Smith,
managing director of talent and orga-
nization performance for Accenture,
a global management-consulting
company.

Still, getting more than a token
raise in 2009 is possible, if you take
a few important steps.

First, most raises will be reserved
for top performers, according to stud-
ies by several employee-benefits-
tracking firms, including Hewitt As-
sociates and Watson Wyatt World-
wide. So if you plan to ask for one,
make sure you’ve done an honest self-
assessment about whether you made
significant contributions in 2008.

If you believe you’re one of these
top performers, you’ll need to make a

strong case on paper. Prepare a list of
accomplishments, as well as other
ways your performance has been
above average. Have you signed new
clients or spearheaded special
projects? Add those in. And in this cli-
mate, outlining ways you’ve saved
the company money or brought in rev-
enue will help bolster your request.
“You will have to be able to point out
specific end-results you delivered,”
says Michael Feiner, a professor of
management at Columbia Graduate
School of Management.

Contrary to what many workers
might believe, bosses in this climate
are eager to hold on to strong work-
ers, so they may be willing to find a
way to increase compensation of valu-
able people, says Jack Chapman, a sal-
ary coach in Chicago. “They have
fewer people, higher costs and thin-
ner margins, so bosses are really ap-
preciative of people who can step up
and contribute,” he says.

Sharon Campbell, a trainer for a
software company in New York, re-
cently made a case for a raise follow-
ing her performance review, point-
ing to contributions she’d made for
the company and reiterating acco-
lades she received during her re-
view. “I felt like I had gone above and
beyond with my performance,” she
says. “If I thought I was just an aver-
age employee who did the minimum,
I wouldn’t have asked.” She says her
boss agreed and she’s currently wait-
ing for her raise to be approved—de-
spite a salary freeze at the firm.

Once you’ve established your ac-
complishments on paper, but before
you talk to the boss, research your
company’s standing. Not every com-
pany is in dire straits and some are
even doing OK, despite the econ-
omy. Most companies have pub-
lished data that you can read to
gauge your employer’s financial
health, says Michael Zwell, chief ex-
ecutive of Zwell International, a hu-
man resources consulting firm
based in Glenview, Ill., and author of

“Six Figure Salary Negotiation.”
In industries that have remained

relatively strong, such as health
care or education, asking for a raise
won’t be taboo, but Mr. Feiner still
advises keeping expectations in
check and using supporting evi-
dence when making the case.

If your company is in the red, and
mass layoffs abound, you should prob-
ably put off your request for more
money until business begins to stabi-
lize. Similarly, if you’re in the remain-
ing arm of a company that has been ac-

quired, such as Bear Stearns or Leh-
man Brothers, you need to be even
more careful about compensation,
says Mr. Feiner. “In some companies
there are bosses who think you’re
lucky to have a job and shouldn’t be
talking about” a raise, he says.

Other companies are being trans-
parent about their compensation
models this year, with some warning
employees that there will be lower
raises across the entire company,
says Mr. Smith. That’s evidenced
most in financial firms, such as T.
Rowe Price. “Generally, we are re-
straining pay; both raises and bo-
nuses are down this year,” says
Gretchen Park, director of global hu-
man resources for the Baltimore as-

set-management firm. Ms. Park says
there have been fewer requests for
raises given the economic climate,
and employees have been very under-
standing of the market conditions.

If you’re faced with a no-raise pol-
icy at your firm, keep in mind many
companies instituting salary freezes
aren’t banning promotions. In most
cases, a promotion comes with a sal-
ary increase. If you feel that your per-
formance is worthy of a step-up in ti-
tle, outline your accomplishments.
And keep an ear out to see if any of
your colleagues received promo-
tions recently, as it shows whether
management is open to the idea. One
of Mr. Zwell’s clients at a company
with a no-raise policy made his case
for a promotion, putting together an
eight-page document demonstrat-
ing why he deserved the advance-
ment. The employee got the promo-
tion and subsequent raise.

If your request for a raise is turned
down this year, take it in stride and
consider a longer-term view. In the in-
terim, many experts agree that now is
the time to position yourself for pro-
motions and raises once the economy
stabilizes. “The market actually af-
fords career opportunities, because
businesses are highly focused on solv-
ing problems and if you can help solve
those problems you become integral
to the organization,” says Jeff Sum-
mer, principal with Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers and lead of the accounting
firm’s talent-management practice.
Mr. Summer advises figuring out
what your organization’s goals will be
in the coming year and aligning your
skills to help them adjust to the diffi-
cult market.

And don’t ask for a raise at the
first sign of your company’s turn-
around. Instead, try to position your-
self for a raise at your next review by
asking for opportunities to contrib-
ute to the company’s growth, says
Mr. Summer.

MARKETPLACE
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By Dana Mattioli

If you find yourself suddenly unem-
ployed or if you were laid off months
ago, it’s probably no surprise to hear
that it could be several months before
you’re gainfully employed again. Ac-
cording to employment experts, these
days it can take six months to find a
job after a layoff. It’s critical to plan
for a protracted furlough.

Here’s how to manage an ex-
tended job search.

n Do a self assessment. Take a
step back and decide if you’re work-
ing in the industry that’s right for you
and using your strongest skills. Be-
fore beginning your job search—or if
you’ve been at it a while without suc-
cess—evaluate where your skills will
be the best utilized. Deanna Leonard,
executive vice president of Williams,
Roberts, Young Inc., an executive
coaching firm in Winston-Salem,
N.C., advises her clients to take a My-
ers Brigg test or other psychological
assessments to get a handle on
strengths and weaknesses.

n Have a financial plan in order.
Take an inventory of your financial re-
sponsibilities, savings and debts and
construct a financial plan to sustain
you; if you did so early on, but the
search is dragging out, reassess your
plan. File for unemployment as soon
as you’re eligible, as there may be a
lag time in receiving benefits.

n Go beyond the usual suspects.
“The hidden job market accounts for
70% of jobs out there, and the only
way to reach [them] is by network-
ing,” says Ali Chambers, vice presi-
dent of ClearRock, an executive
coaching and outplacement firm in
Boston. Whether it’s by reconnect-
ing with contacts over a cup of cof-
fee, attending meetings of profes-
sional and trade organizations or
finding old colleagues on LinkedIn,
networking is integral to landing a
job in today’s economy. “Don’t spend
all day on the job boards when you
should be out shaking hands and
meeting people,” says Ms. Leonard.

n Make yourself stand out. Hir-
ing managers are flooded with ré-
sumés. Brett Good, president of re-
cruiting firm Robert Half Internation-
al’s Southern California and Arizona
locations, says your résumé should
have “return on investment state-
ments” that show potential employ-
ers how you can generate revenue,
save money, or otherwise make an im-
pact on an organization.

n Stay relevant. Stay on top of
developments in your industry
through newsletters or a profes-
sional group. If you’ve been out of
work for several months, consider
enrolling in a technology class or
seminar related to your field at a
community college to build on your
skills. There are also free online semi-
nars given by professional organiza-
tions, says Tony Santora, senior vice
president for Right Management’s
Transition Center of Excellence,
which is responsible for the outplace-
ment firm’s strategy for career-tran-
sition services globally.

n Be patient. In many cases, posi-
tions are being put on hold for weeks
or months. Hiring managers are inter-
viewing more people for open posi-
tions than in years past, says Mr.
Good. They also are being more selec-
tive about who they choose. Update
interviewers with whom you’ve had
a positive experience about your sta-
tus. And temper your follow-ups
with “enthusiasm and professional-
ism” without becoming a pest by call-
ing too often, says Ms. Chambers.

How to speed up
the job of finding
a new position
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By Emily Steel

Marketers, seeking to boost
their online exposure while keeping
a lid on costs, are looking beyond In-
ternet search engines such as Goo-
gle and Yahoo to find new places for
their search ads.

The trend re-
flects a change in
the way consumers

are navigating the Web. More online
searches now take place on YouTube,
the popular video site owned by Goo-
gle, than on Yahoo, the No. 2 Web-
search property. The change has com-
panies including Pizza Hut, Universal
Pictures and Monster.com rethinking
their search marketing strategies.

Even as No. 1 search engine Goo-
gle’s share of the online ad market—
including search ads—continues to
grow, marketers have started shift-
ing ad purchases to other digital me-
dia, from social-networking sites to
mobilephones.“Searchisbeing rede-
fined in a lot of different ways,” says
Peter Hershberg, managing partner
at Reprise Media, a search marketing
agency owned by Interpublic Group.

In search-engine advertising,
marketers bid on key words in a con-
tinuous auction. When a consumer
searches for any of the words, the
marketer’s ad appears above or next
to the results, depending on the
amount the company bids and an al-
gorithm the search engines use to
determine an ad’s relevance to a par-
ticular search.

For the past few years Pizza Hut
has bought ads on the major search
engines tied to pizza-related
searches, such as “cheese pizza” and
“pizza delivery.” Placing bids on
those terms pits the Yum Brands res-
taurant chain against many competi-
tors, including Domino’s Pizza, Papa
John’s International and even local
pizzerias, which have made search
advertising an important piece of
theirownmarketing.Theauctionsys-
tem for the ads ultimately increases
the price each pizza marketer pays
when a consumer clicks on an ad.

Lately,PizzaHuthasstartedwork-
ing with its agency, WPP’s Group M
Search, to expand its search-ad buys
to new areas. The chain started buy-
ingmobilesearchadstopitchitsprod-
ucts. And to publicize the launch of a
new whole-grain pizza, Pizza Hut is
creating a promotion and buying ads
through Facebook. While the Face-
book ads aren’t technically search
ads, they are part of a broader effort
to boost the company’s profile in the
nonpaid search results consumers
get when seeking online information.

Over the past decade, search has
evolvedintothebiggestcategoryofon-
lineadspending intheU.S.Despitethe
popularity of social-networking sites,

socialmediahashadahardtimegener-
ating significant ad revenues, because
marketershaven’tgottencomfortable
showingtheiradsnexttouser-created
content that could be in dubious taste.
Recognizing that concern, sites such
as YouTube, Facebook and News
Corp.’s MySpace have created sys-
tems that let marketers create and bid
on adsthrough a self-service Web site,
similar to the way they buy ads on
search engines. News Corp. owns The
Wall Street Journal.

OnFacebookandMySpace,market-
ers don’t buy ads tied to search terms.
Instead, the ads are linked to informa-
tion that users reveal about them-
selves on the sites, such as their age,
hobbies or other personal interests.

Universal Pictures, a unit of Gen-
eral Electric, has started working
with its digital agency 360i to buy
sponsored video ads on YouTube to
promote its recent film releases. Re-
cent YouTube searches for “horror
film” or “scary movie,” for instance,
display a link to a sponsored video
for the supernatural thriller “The
Unborn.” Clicking on the ad takes
visitors to a spot on YouTube where
they can watch a movie trailer or
other promotions for the film.

Job-listing site Monster.com,
meanwhile, is testing a search-ad
program for mobile searches done
on the iPhone. “It just seemed like a
no-brainer, that we would want to
be able to access users on their
smartphones and do that through a
proven environment,” says John Fe-
derico, vice president of global me-
dia at Monster.com.

Marketers branch out
in placing search ads

Beauty business gets ugly
Arden, Lauder trim
outlooks; consumers
cut down on makeup

French auto aid will hinge on jobs
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ADVERTISING

Estée Lauder, which employs actresses Gwyneth Paltrow, left, and Elizabeth
Hurley, right, in the company’s advertising, has lowered earnings expectations.

CORPORATE NEWS

Pizza Hut’s Facebook promotion aims
to generate more buzz for the brand.

By Ellen Byron

Elizabeth Arden Inc. and Estée
Lauder Cos. cut their sales and earn-
ings forecasts Friday and watched
their stocks take a beating, as con-
sumers—already buying fewer
sweaters and handbags—begin to
sacrifice their beauty regimens to
the recession.

“The unprecedented global eco-
nomic crisis produced one of the
worst holiday seasons in decades,” Es-
tée Lauder Chief Executive William
Lauder said. “Our business was no ex-
ception to the downturn in consumer
spending.”

Although a mounting number of
high-end brands, from Tiffany jew-
elry to Coach handbags, have re-
cently reported disappointing holi-
day sales and issued pessimistic out-
looks, some beauty-industry observ-
ers expected upscale makeup and
skin-care products to hold their
own, thinking consumers would re-
sist scrimping on their appearance.

Whether shoppers are trading
high-end department-store beauty
products for lower-priced drug-store
options or forgoing purchases alto-
gether will be clearer next week,
when mass-market beauty giants in-
cluding Procter & Gamble Co., which
makes Olay skin cream and CoverGirl
cosmetics, and Alberto-Culver Co.,
owner of Tresemmé shampoo and St.
Ives skin care, report earnings.

“Beauty is still holding up better
than other categories, but nothing is
recession-proof,” says Bill Chappell,
a SunTrust Robinson Humphrey ana-
lyst. “Instead of buying their fifth
and sixth tubes of lipstick, [consum-
ers are] going to work down what’s
already in their pocketbook.”

Estée Lauder, whose Clinique,
MAC and namesake line dominate the
beauty counters of U.S. department
stores, expects sales for its fiscal sec-
ond quarter, ended Dec. 31, to fall
about 6% from a year earlier, down
sharply from the 2% to 3% revenue
gains previously forecast. Quarterly
earnings per share are expected to
range from 75 to 82 cents, the New
York company said, down from its pre-
vious guidance of 97 cents to $1.05.

Warning of difficult sales trends
in North America as well as in its for-
eign markets, Estée Lauder down-
graded already-lowered expecta-
tions for the rest of its fiscal year,
ending June 30. The company now
expects earnings per share of $1.30
to $1.60, down from the lowered full-
year guidance of $2.20 to $2.50 is-
sued in October. Full-year sales are
expected to be flat to down 3% from
a year earlier, lower than its previ-
ous guidance of 3% to 5% sales gains.

The dismal outlook sent Estée
Lauder’s share price down $2.92, or
10%, to $26.11 Friday on the New York
Stock Exchange. Elizabeth Arden’s
shares plunged 39%, or $4.50, to $7.06
on the Nasdaq Stock Market. The
news sent other beauty companies’
share prices down, too. L’Oreal SA
shares fell 6% to Œ53.81 ($70.78), Avon
Products Inc. shares fell 8% to $20.25
and Revlon Inc. fell 3% to $6.21. U.S.
stock markets were closed Monday
for a holiday.

Elizabeth Arden, best known for
its fragrances under its namesake,
Elizabeth Taylor and Britney Spears
brands, expects sales for the quar-
ter ended Dec. 31 to fall 12.5% to
13.5% from a year earlier, while earn-
ings per share for the period are ex-
pected to range between 57 cents
and 61 cents. Earnings per share for
its fiscal year ending June 30 are ex-
pected to range from 71 cents to 84
cents, on sales down 4% to 5%.

By Leila Abboud

PARIS—The French government
is working on an aid package for do-
mestic car makers Renault SA and
PSA Peugeot Citroën, but the chief
condition—that they close no
French factories—might hurt busi-
ness in the longer term.

“We will not give the financing
without concrete pledges from the
automakers,” said Luc Chatel, the
junior industry minister who is pre-
paring recommendations for Presi-
dent Nicolas Sarkozy on how to save
the ailing French auto sector. He ad-
mitted that negotiations with the
car makers on this point were “very
difficult,” but said the demand was
logical and it was “in the public in-
terest” to preserve jobs.

The condition shows the di-
lemma that rescue plans can pose to
businesses. French car makers
would like to keep the government
at arm’s length and make it through
the downturn on their own. But car
manufacturing is capital-intensive,
and they are having trouble access-
ing credit on the financial markets
at what they see as reasonable rates.

Analysts estimate that Renault
needs some Œ9 billion ($12 billion)
in working capital a year. It is
15%-owned by the French state, and
has pushed hard in recent weeks for
more help from the government.

“It’s only fair for the government
to ask for such assurances,” said
Renault spokeswoman Nathalie
Bourotte, adding that Renault
wasn’t currently considering any
plant closures in France.

Peugeot Citroën, which is con-
trolled by the Peugeot family, appears
to need less capital and is less in-
clined than Renault to compromise
its independence. “We see no reason
why a chief executive of an indepen-
dent, publicly traded company should
have to make these sorts of promises
to the state,” said Hugues Dufour, a
Peugeot Citroën spokesman.

Promises not to close factories
may be hard to keep: Demand for
new cars has plummeted and few an-
alysts expect European car demand
to return to pre-crisis levels for at
least five years. Credit Suisse esti-
mates that the sector has as much as
15% too much production capacity
in Europe, most of it in high-cost
countries like France and Italy, and
that Renault has the greatest overca-
pacity of any car maker in Europe.

The debate comes as the govern-
ment plans a conference in Paris on
Tuesday on how to preserve the
long-term health of France’s auto in-
dustry. Auto makers and their suppli-
ers employ about 10% of France’s la-
bor force, but the industry has been
hit hard as consumers put off spend-
ing on big-ticket items such as cars.

Even before the current down-
turn, Renault and Peugeot Citroën
had begun to move more manufac-
turing to lower-cost countries in
Eastern Europe and Asia. Their busi-
ness model was in large part based
on improving profitability by build-
ing mass-market cars in cheaper
countries, while seeking additional
sales growth in emerging markets
such as Russia and Brazil.

Now the government seems to be
calling that model into question, and
is looking for ways to make French
auto manufacturing more cost-com-
petitive. “What can we do to make
sure that a Clio is made in France
and not in Turkey?” said Mr. Chatel,
referring to one of Renault’s top-sell-
ing small cars. “There must be ways
to make the French automobile sec-
tor—from suppliers to dealers—
more efficient and competitive.”

Both Renault and Peugeot Cit-
roën declined to comment on
whether it would be feasible or de-
sirable to bring production back to
France from current manufacturing
sites outside the country.

Some 1,000 attendees are ex-
pected at Tuesday’s conference,
from labor unions, auto-parts sup-
pliers and the companies, including
the chief executives of Renault and
Peugeot Citroën. The government
aid package could be unveiled as
early as next month.

A WSJ NEWS ROUNDUP

Russian metals tycoons Vladimir
Potanin and Oleg Deripaska have
proposed the creation of a mining gi-
ant part-owned by the Kremlin that
would wipe out existing debts, a
spokesman for Mr. Potanin’s hold-
ing company Interros said.

Messrs. Potanin and Deripaska,
who both own stakes in OAO Norilsk
Nickel, plan to invite other compa-
nies to swap some of their debt to
the state for a stake in a much larger
company. The proposed company,
in which the state could take a block-
ing stake of at least 25% plus one

share, would be formed by merging
Norilsk, the world’s largest nickel
miner, with steel makers, Russian
business daily Vedomosti reported.

The newspaper said iron-ore gi-
ant OAO Metalloinvest, Evraz
Group and OAO Mechel were in-
cluded in a draft proposal to be sent
on Monday to Deputy Prime Minis-
ter Igor Sechin. OAO Uralkali, which
mines potash, could also join the
group, it reported. Representatives
from Rusal, Mechel, Evraz, and Ural-
kali declined to say whether their
companies are considering the
merger proposals.

Russians discuss mining merger
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Fishing for a pay
raise during a
recession. Page 32

How Obama can
aid cyber security
WSJ.com/Tech

Needle exchanges exact a deadly toll
Outreach workers
misjudge message
of safer heroin use

By Justin Scheck

San Francisco

P
ETE MORSE devoted his
life to saving the lives of
heroin users. A dread-
locked community activist
with a Ph.D in history, he

bore a tattoo that read: “Injury to
one is an injury to all.”

So his friends and colleagues
were shocked when he was found un-
conscious in 2007 on a bathroom
floor with a needle by his side. Doc-
tors pronounced the 36-year-old
Mr. Morse dead from an overdose of
heroin, alcohol and cocaine.

Mr. Morse spent more than 10
years working in drug-addiction
programs that follow the principle
of harm reduction. This philosophy
argues that the best way to save us-
ers’ lives isn’t to force them off ille-
gal drugs. Instead, its adherents
teach safer ways to use drugs—sup-
plying clean needles to prevent the
spread of disease, for example, or
teaching how to avoid overdosing.
The programs are credited with sav-
ing lives in cities across the U.S.

But harm-reduction leaders have
struggled to address a sometimes-le-
thal issue: dangerous drug use by the
very workers who are supposed to
help users. In the circles of New York
and San Francisco where Mr. Morse
worked, at least five harm-reduction
staffers have died of overdoses.
These included needle-exchange
founders in both cities, as well as psy-
chologist John Watters, a needle-ex-
change advocate who started a study
to track how outreach programs ben-
efited drug users. Mr. Watters died
from an opiate overdose in 1995.

Worker drug abuse is “a huge
problem,” says Jon Zibbell, the
founder of a Massachusetts drug us-
ers’ coalition who is now an assistant
professor at Skidmore College. “We
prevent [overdoses]
among our clients,” he
says. “So we should
try to prevent them
among our workers.”

Studies suggest
that needle exchanges
work. In San Fran-
cisco, Chicago and
New Mexico, heroin-re-
lated deaths dropped
after users were
taught how to adminis-
ter an anti-overdose
medication to each other. In New
York City, the rate of new HIV infec-
tions among injection-drug users
dropped more than 75% between
1995 and 2002 as the number of clean
needles distributed doubled, accord-
ing to a study by epidemiologists
there.

Yet needle-exchange programs
can exact a toll on staff, who typi-
cally earn little or no money for

working on bleak urban front lines
with traumatized users. Programs
tend to be run on the cheap, often
giving little of the training and sup-
port that are standard in social-ser-
vice work. Those dealing with other
factors—depression, history of
drug use or personal stresses—may
find it particularly hard to cope.
Drug abuse is “an occupational haz-
ard,” says Alex Kral, a San Francisco
epidemiologist who oversees the
study Dr. Watters started.

Many exchanges hire workers
who are active or former users.
Other volunteers, however, have had
no exposure to hard drugs before en-
tering the field. Friends and family
of Mr. Morse say they believe he
learned to shoot heroin years after
he first worked in a needle exchange.

Mr. Morse’s family members say
they don’t blame harm-reduction
programs for his heroin use. Mr.
Morse suffered from depression,
they say, and accidentally over-
dosed shortly after he learned that a
family member had been diagnosed
with a grave illness.

Those who do believe that the
needle-exchange deaths are a prob-
lem propose two broad solutions.
Critics say exchanges that counte-
nance illegal drug use should be
reined in. Supporters say that if any-
thing, the programs should receive
more funding, in part to better train
and support their workers.

State and local government fund-
ing for needle exchanges tripled in
2007, to $14 million, compared with
1996. That’s minuscule compared
with the $1.75 billion that Congress
gave states last year for conven-
tional drug-treatment programs.
President-elect Barack Obama said
in 2007 that he may be willing to lift
a ban on federal funding for needle
exchanges. A bill now in the House of
Representatives would free federal
money for exchanges nationwide.

Pete Morse was raised in Bloom-
field Hills, Mich. He grew up listen-
ing to Peter, Paul & Mary, according
to his mother, Patty Morse. He ex-
celled in school. At DePauw Univer-
sity in Indiana, the lanky, 6’1” Mr.

Morse ran on the varsity cross-coun-
try team and volunteered with a Red
Cross HIV prevention project, his
mother said. He seemed too busy
running, studying or attending polit-
ical rallies to drink or smoke much
pot, recalls Vince Guimont, a frater-
nity brother who shared a room
with Mr. Morse for three years.

After graduating in 1992, Mr.
Morse spent the year hiking in New
Mexico, says his father, Pete Morse

Sr. He also volunteered for the first
time at a needle exchange. But soon
he went back to school, beginning
work on a doctoral degree on the his-
tory of U.S. labor and social move-
ments at State University of New
York at Binghamton. He joined the In-
dustrial Workers of the World, or
Wobblies. His tattoo—“injury to one
is an injury to all”—is an IWW slogan.

In 1996, his master’s degree com-
pleted, he moved to New York City.

New York was in the throes of an
AIDS crisis, and intravenous drug
use was a prime pathway of trans-
mission. New York City legalized
some needle exchanges in 1992. Pub-
lic support for the programs grew
throughout the decade. “We stepped
to the plate,” says Jason Farrell, who
in the early 1990s co-founded a Man-
hattan needle exchange where Mr.
Morse volunteered.

As exchanges spread, New York’s
incidence of HIV
among injection-
drug users dropped.
But there were casu-
alties among work-
ers.

“There were a lot
of shortcomings in
management skills in
a lot of folks, includ-
ing myself,” Mr. Far-
rell said. “A lot of us
got into this not to

run big organizations, but to ad-
dress a public-health issue.”

Heroin, long considered an out-
sider drug, was enjoying a main-
stream moment. With South Ameri-
can traffickers increasing imports,
heroin became cheaper and more
widely available. Fashion designers
used pale, bony models to popular-
ize “heroin chic.” Mr. Farrell says
the late 1990s brought an influx of
volunteers who were “well-

schooled, white, upper-middle-
class kids that tend to romanticize
and be infatuated with the heroin
lifestyle.”

Even after seeing overdoses
among clients and peers, some volun-
teers began using hard drugs. With-
out proper training, Mr. Farrell says,
those charged with teaching safer
drug use sometimes “misinterpret
that to think, ‘It’s OK to use heroin.’ ”

It’s unclear when Mr. Morse first
tried heroin. Writing years later on
a blog he kept, Mr. Morse said he
had been shooting amphetamines
while living in New York.

His younger sister, Carrie Morse,
remembers when he told her that he
was using heroin. It was in 2000,
Ms. Morse says, and her brother
was suffering “horrible depres-
sion,” using the drug to self-medi-
cate. “I was scared that something
would happen to him,” she says.

That year, Mr. Morse moved to
California, following his longtime
girlfriend, who’d moved the year be-
fore. He saw a therapist and took an-
tidepressants, and continued work-
ing on his doctoral thesis. His family
says his heroin use stopped.

In 2000, the San Francisco
health department adopted harm re-
duction as a guiding principle. Mr.
Morse continued his work on needle
exchanges, sometimes volunteering
at one in San Francisco’s Tenderloin
district, in a fetid alley behind a bar.

Volunteers like Mr. Morse set up
tables there once a week to offer sy-
ringes, first-aid kits and clean sup-
plies like metal cups for cooking her-
oin. They showed how to inject
safely and instructed people who
wanted to quit how to access rehab.

Carrie Morse recalls asking her
brother if this tempted him to use.
He told her that he needed to keep
his head about him to help others,

and that his clients’ situation re-
minded him of drug use’s negative
effects. Mr. Morse said “it was his
work in the harm-reduction field
that kept him from using heroin,”
his sister recalls.

Program managers don’t take a
unified approach to staff drug use.
Hilary McQuie, a San Francisco
harm-reduction training adminis-
trator who was Mr. Morse’s last
boss, says her organization trains
workers to develop a “personalized
burnout prevention plan” that in-
cludes taking time off work doing a
“self assessment” of whether their
own drug use is harmful.

Because harm-reduction pro-
grams don’t force their clients to
quit, making employees do so would
be “completely hypocritical,” said
Ms. McQuie, the West Coast director
of the Harm Reduction Coalition, a
New York-based nonprofit that
trains workers to run needle ex-
changes and other harm-reduction
programs. She and others in the
field say drug use also is a problem
among workers in abstinence-based
organizations, which require work-

ers who use drugs to enter rehab or
leave their jobs.

Others believe that workers
need more support services, includ-
ing access to therapy. San Fran-
cisco epidemiologist Dr. Kral, who
sits on Ms. McQuie’s board, has for
more than a decade paid a social
worker to conduct monthly group
therapy for workers on his drug-
user study.

Drugs continued to take a toll on
Mr. Morse’s peers. In 2002, Urban
Poole, an ex-convict who provided
drug counseling for prisoners and
worked for San Francisco’s Health
Department, died of an overdose.
Three months later, Matthew
McLeod, a local needle-exchange pi-
oneer and a musician known as
Matty Luv, suffered a fatal opiate
overdose, according to a report by
the San Francisco Medical Exam-
iner. Mr. McLeod had told people, in-
cluding an interviewer from a punk
music publication, that he hadn’t
used heroin until he started the San
Francisco Needle Exchange in 1997.

Mr. McLeod’s death shook Mr.
Morse. He and a friend, a former her-
oin user, discussed their own re-
sponsibilities and loved ones, and
agreed they didn’t want to risk a sim-
ilar fate.

Still, Mr. Morse never stopped
identifying as a user. In counseling
with clients, Mr. Morse listened si-
lently and, based on his own use and
drug knowledge, explained how cer-
tain prescription drugs interact
with heroin, recalls Kirk Read, who
worked with Mr. Morse gathering
data for a drug-user study for the
University of California. “Your au-
thority with clients is sometimes
measured by how much you’ve
lived,” Mr. Read says.

By 2003, needle exchanges had
steady funding in San Francisco.
Harm-reduction advocates began ex-
panding their scope. Mr. Morse

Moving house and changing jobs provide
good opportunities for new president (and
others, too) to quit smoking. Page 33
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Friends and family say Pete Morse tried heroin after working at exchanges.
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U.S. state lawmakers turn to alcohol levies
During recession,
a move to ‘sin taxes’;
opposition is strong

CORPORATE NEWS

By David Kesmodel

State lawmakers in the U.S. are
hoping alcohol will ease the pain of
recession and budget deficits.

Politicians in Kentucky and Ar-
kansas in the past week announced
proposals to increase taxes on alco-
holic beverages, echoing similar ef-
forts in New York and California.

Higher taxes on beer, wine and li-
quor face stiff opposition from alco-
hol distributors, retailers and other
industry groups. Lobbies have
helped kill most efforts to increase al-
cohol taxes in recent years. Still,
deep economic woes might make it
easier to pass such measures in 2009.

“This will be an extremely tough
year” to stop state tax increases,
said Peter H. Cressy, chief executive
of the Distilled Spirits Council of the
United States, a trade group.

Mr. Cressy said his group is aware

of tax-increase proposals in about 10
states, and he expects the idea to
spread to as many as 30 more by
year’send.Thegrouphasbeguncoor-
dinating battle plans with local res-
taurantand hotel tradeassociations.

Politicians often look to so-
called sin taxes during tough times.
During the economic downturn
early in this decade, politicians
were more successful passing alco-
hol-tax increases than they have
been in healthy economies, said
Bert Waisanen, fiscal analyst for the
National Conference of State Legis-
latures in Denver. A handful of
states raised alcohol taxes in 2003.

Tobacco-tax increases are more
common. In 2007, states approved a
combined $1 billion in tobacco-tax
increases, compared with $3 million
in alcohol-tax increases, Mr. Wai-
sanen said.

In Kentucky, Democratic Rep.
Rick Nelson last week introduced a
bill to raise the wholesale tax on alco-
holic beverages. His idea is to raise
an additional $68 million of revenue
for the state, which faces a $450 mil-
lion budget shortfall. He said his pro-
posal would add about 25 cents to

the price of a six-pack of beer.
“We need the money, and I think

among the electorate it will be a
good bill,” Mr. Nelson said. “The
only thing that worries me is that
the liquor industry has a lot of
money” to fight it.

The Kentucky Beer Wholesalers
Association and the Kentucky Distill-
ers’ Association have launched a cam-
paign to thwart the bill, arguing it
could result in job losses. The state’s
alcohol industry employs about
17,000 workers at distilleries, bars
and liquor stores. Purveyors also ap-
pealed on behalf of their customers.

“When the national economy is a
disaster, it doesn’t appear to me
that the way to remedy the problem
is to increase the tax on the average
guy,” said Gene McLean, executive
director of Kentucky’s beer-whole-
salers group.

Instead of raising taxes, he said,
lawmakers should consider allow-
ing alcohol sales statewide. About
three-quarters of Kentucky coun-
ties remain dry or partly dry.

New York Gov. David Paterson
last month proposed raising beer
and wine taxes—part of a long list of
higher taxes and fees to raise $4 bil-
lion to help offset the state’s $15.4
billion shortfall.

The tax increases would add a
projected $63 million to New York
coffers. “Beer and wine tax rates are
two areas where we are far below

the national average,” said Matt
Anderson, a spokesman for the
state budget division. The state’s
wine tax of 18.9 cents a gallon is the
nation’s second lowest, he said.

Among a number of groups oppos-
ing the proposal is the New York Asso-
ciation of Convenience Stores, which
represents many upstate stores.
“The cumulative effect of sharp in-
creases in those taxes is going to
leave our customer with less money
in his or her pocket to buy stuff,” said
Jim Calvin, the group’s president.

Industry groups are also resisting
a proposal by California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzeneggertoraisealcoholtaxes
byanickeladrink,whichwouldgener-
ateanestimated$829millionthrough
mid-2010. So far, lawmakers have
given the proposal a cool reception.

In Wisconsin, a group represent-
ing district attorneys has proposed
increasing the state’s beer and li-
quor taxes to raise prosecutors’ pay
and address a shortage of assistant
district attorneys. The Tavern
League of Wisconsin, representing
many bar owners, will fight any
such proposal, said Scott Stenger, a
lobbyist for the group.
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New York
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Raising spirits
Alcohol sales-tax revenue as a share 
of total sales-tax receipts, first 
three quarters of 2008

Source: Census Bureau via
Moody’s Economy.com
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U.K. firms turn to ‘cashboxes’ for capital
Offshore structures
let companies skirt
a British regulation

U.K. home prices forecast
to drop 45% from peak
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By Dawn Cowie

For most people, a cashbox
might be something to raid during
hard times. For U.K. companies,
however, it is a means of quickly rais-
ing capital when an economic slow-
down has made that hard to do.

The so-called cashboxes are fi-
nancial structures set up in offshore
financial centers such as Jersey.
They can effectively allow U.K. com-
panies to bypass the country’s pre-
emption rules, which require a com-
pany to offer existing shareholders
the right to buy new shares issued
before targeting alternative inves-
tors.

Getting around those rules al-
lows companies to raise more
money in a short space of time than
they could otherwise. It also bal-
ances the playing field for U.K. com-
panies; preemption rules are gener-
ally less onerous in the rest of Eu-
rope.

“A cashbox is one structure that
offers some issuers more flexibil-
ity,” said Nick Williams, co-head of
European equity capital markets at
Credit Suisse.

More than £30 billion, or about
$44 billion, has been raised via cash-
boxes since mid-December by U.K.
companies. The total includes all
three state-backed share offerings
by Royal Bank of Scotland Group
PLC, Lloyds TSB Group PLC and
HBOS PLC. Lloyds and HBOs have
merged to form Lloyds Banking
Group PLC.

Elsewhere in Europe, preemp-
tion rights tend to begin on issues of
10% of a company’s share capital.
Cashboxes allow U.K. issuers to
raise the same percentage of issued
capital without giving existing
shareholders the right to make a pre-
emptive offer.

Normally, the upper threshold
for these deals in the U.K. is 5% of
market capitalization. If a U.K. com-
pany needs more capital than that,
it tends to use a rights issue. This
takes more time and involves higher
underwriting and legal costs.

Although there is strong support
of preemption rights among U.K.
regulators and institutional inves-
tors, there is also recognition of the
benefits of cashbox structures.
Shareholders have supported re-
cent transactions where a company,
such as information-technology ser-
vices provider Logica PLC, has
needed to build an equity cushion
quickly, even though minority share-
holders couldn’t participate.

Although U.K. companies have

started using cashboxes on equity
raisings aimed at capital strengthen-
ing, the structures were originally
set up as a means of raising money
for acquisitions. One of the main
benefits of a cashbox for a company
looking to make an acquisition is
that it makes it easy for an acquirer
to return capital to its shareholders
via dividend payments if a prospec-
tive deal fails.

Under U.K. law, the capital
counts as so-called distributable re-
serves. By contrast, capital raised
through a traditional share offering

sits in the issuer’s share-premium
account, which doesn’t qualify.

If the deal doesn’t work out, the
shareholders’ money cannot be re-
turned to them as easily. This could
upset investors who had supported
a capital increase to fund an acquisi-
tion that they thought would gener-
ate value, not to see the capital sit
on the company’s balance sheet.

U.K. utility Centrica PLC used a
cashbox on its £2.2 billion rights is-
sue last November. The company
says it plans to use the capital to buy
a 25% stake in electricity producer
British Energy Group PLC, which
was acquired this month by French
energy company Électricité de
France SA.

If EDF and Centrica don’t reach
agreement on a sale, Centrica will
have the option to return the capital
it raised to its shareholders via divi-
dend payments.

Raising capital this way also
makes sense for companies that
hope to take advantage of difficult
market conditions to acquire assets
at low prices. Security company
G4S PLC raised £280 million last
May via a cashbox with a view to

buying assets in the £5 million to
£50 million price range. It could eas-
ily return this capital to sharehold-
ers via a dividend if worsening mar-
ket conditions dictate a change in
strategy.

Bankers and analysts predict
companies issuing equity to
strengthen their balance sheets will
use cashboxes throughout the year.

For example, Logica completed a
£90.5 million share placement via a
cashbox structure last month. This
allowed the company to raise 8% of
its share capital to help reduce debt,
fully addressing its capital require-
ments. If the company had only
been able to raise 5% of share capi-
tal, it wouldn’t have been enough.

“The first consideration of share-
holders on an equity offer aimed at
balance-sheet strengthening is
whether the company is raising
enough to address the issue—if it is,
it is more likely to get strong share-
holder support,” said Edward Law,
co-head of Western European eq-
uity markets at Deutsche Bank.

As company earnings slow, divi-
dends are set to form a greater pro-
portion of shareholders’ returns.
That makes them increasingly im-
portant to investors.

For example, U.K. software com-
pany Invensys PLC is expected to re-
ceive approval this Thursday to re-
duce its share capital to create dis-
tributable reserves so it can pay divi-
dends in the future, even though it
had accumulated a deficit on its
profit-and-loss account.

RBS and Lloyds Banking Group
have large distributable reserves be-
cause their recent state-backed
share offerings were cashbox trans-
actions. However, it may be some
time before they can use this money
to reward shareholders.

One of the most stringent ele-
ments of the U.K. government bail-
out package is that it prevents pay-
ment of dividends on ordinary
shares until after participating
banks have bought back preference
shares held by the government. The
three banks declined to comment.

Through the side door
So-called cashboxes have become a way for British companies to avoid 
some of the cumbersome aspects of raising capital in the U.K.

RBS £15.00 Recapitalization Merrill Lynch, RBS, UBS 

HBOS 8.50 Recapitalization Dresdner Kleinwort,   
   Morgan Stanley   

Lloyds TSB 4.50 Recapitalization Bank of America/Merrill  
   Lynch, Citi, UBS 

Centrica 2.20 M&A Credit Suisse, Goldman   
   Sachs, UBS   

G4S 0.28 Cut debt/M&A Deutsche Bank   

Misys 0.15 M&A J.P. Morgan Cazenove  

Logica  0.09 Cut debt Deutsche Bank,
   Merrill Lynch

Source: Financial News       

Amount raised,
in billionsCompany Purpose Bookrunners

By Phil Craig

U.K. house prices will need to fall
by nearly half from their peak of 18
months ago before they start to rise
again, according to the current pric-
ing of property derivatives, which
analysts say would push substantial
portions of U.K. banks’ mortgage
books into negative equity.

Analyst reports issued by Morgan
Stanley and Royal Bank of Scotland
Group PLC last week each said deriva-
tives were pricing a peak-to-trough
fall of 45% in U.K. house prices from
August 2007 to the end of 2010. RBS’s
estimated that such a substantial fall
would put 60% of HBOS’s mortgage
book into negative equity, more than
half on Lloyds TSB’s books and more
than a third at Barclays PLC and RBS.
HBOS and Lloyds this week merged
into Lloyds Banking Group PLC.

Barclays said the average loan-to-
value of its mortgage book in June
last year was 35%, and average loan
to value ratios on new residential
mortgages were 51%, but it wouldn’t

comment further. Lloyds TSB de-
clined to comment. HBOS and Royal
Bank of Scotland didn’t return
phone calls seeking comment.

U.K. house prices have been hit by
tight lending conditions, restricting
the issuance of new mortgages. Na-
tionwide, a leading mortgage lender
the previous week said the average
home in the U.K. lost £30,000 (about
$44,200) in value over last year, fall-
ing to £150,000. The average price of
houses now stands at about the same
level as spring 2005, the report said.

Morgan Stanley said the average
value of U.K. homes has already
dropped by a fifth since the peak in
August 2007.
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Kirin’s move to buy a stake in the maker of San Miguel beer, pictured above in a
store in Manila, could broaden the Japanese brewer’s reach in foreign markets.

Kirin seeks San Miguel stake
Japanese brewer
looks to strengthen
foothold overseas

Finnish paper companies make job cuts

Porsche SE

Germansports-carmakerPorsche
SEonMondaymadeamandatorytake-
over offer for Sweden’s Scania AB—a
moverequiredbylawafterittookindi-
rect control of the truck maker—but
made clear it was only going through
the motions and had no “strategic in-
terest.” Porsche said earlier this
month that Swedish law required it to
makean offer for Scania after it upped
itsholdinginVolkswagenAG,thecom-
pany’s biggest shareholder, to more
than 50%. The Stuttgart-based car
makerreiteratedthatit“hasnostrate-
gic interest in acquiring Scania shares
andisthereforeofferingonlythemini-
mum prices required by law.” That
means it will offer 68.52 kronor
($8.37) for every Class A share and
67.10 kronor for every B share of the
truck maker, valuing the mandatory
bidat around 31.6 billion kronor.

Enel raises financing for Endesa stake

GLOBAL BUSINESS BRIEFS

Veolia Environnement

French utility Veolia Environne-
ment said Monday that Thomas
Piquemal, a former banker at Lazard
Ltd., will succeed Senior Executive
Vice President Jérôme Contamine as
executive vice president in charge of
finance. A Veolia spokeswoman said
his departure and Mr. Piquemal’s ap-
pointment were “absolutely not
linked” to the company’s results or
forecast. The news nevertheless hit
Veolia’s stock, which fell 9.9% Mon-
day in Paris trading. The spokes-
woman said the two executives
weren’t available to comment. UBS
analyst Per Lekander called the move
a surprise that the company didn’t
choose an internal candidate but a
banker at a time when a key chal-
lenge is to improve profitability and
organization rather than to do deals.

By Hiroyuki Kachi

And Cris Larano

TOKYO—Kirin Holdings Co. said
Monday that it aims to buy a 43.25%
stake in San Miguel Brewery Inc., in
a move to further strengthen its busi-
ness in Asia and Oceania.

The Japanese company has
signed a memorandum of under-
standing with San Miguel Brewery’s
parent, San Miguel Corp., allowing it
to enter into exclusive negotiations
to acquire that portion of the beer-
making unit.

Based on the Philippine compa-
ny’s closing price of 8.80 pesos (19
U.S. cents) a share, the value of the
stake that Kirin intends to buy is val-
ued around 58.65 billion pesos, or
$1.2 billion.

A Kirin spokesman said details
such as the transaction value will be
discussed later. Kirin and San Miguel
Corp. aim to conclude a definitive ac-
cord by the end of February.

The move is in line with Kirin’s
strategy of broadening its sources of
revenue in overseas markets, as a
shrinking population in Japan chips
away at Kirin’s domestic customer
base. In recent years Kirin, which
holds a 46% stake in Australia’s Lion
Nathan Ltd., has purchased a number
of companies, including Australian
dairy product and soft-drink maker
National Foods Ltd.

Kirin last year earmarked an addi-
tional 300 billion yen ($3.3 billion) to
expand outside the domestic beer
market and has been raising its stake
in San Miguel Corp. since 2002. It now
has about a 20% stake in the company
with its investment roughly totaling
100 billion yen, but it doesn’t yet hold
a stake in San Miguel Brewery.

What steps the Japanese brewer
plans to take in its alliance with San
Miguel Corp. has been a vital issue
since the Philippine company spun
offitslocalbeeroperations—akeyin-
terest for Kirin—and listed it in May
2008.

A 5.75% stake in San Miguel Brew-
ery has been offered to the public, and
parent San Miguel Corp. holds the re-
mainder. San Miguel Corp. intends to
keep a majority stake of at least 51% in
the beer-making unit. It sold the stake
to the public to raise funds to invest in
mining, power, infrastructure, water
and other utilities.

Analysts say that the sale of a $1.2
billion stake would be sufficient for
San Miguel Corp. to settle a loan that
has covenants that include a prohibi-
tion on the conglomerate from invest-
ing more than 10% of its assets in non-
core businesses.

CORPORATE NEWS

Alitalia SpA

A union representing flight atten-
dants, ground workers and pilots
staged the first strike against the
new Alitalia SpA on Monday, a week
after the privatized airline took off.
The four-hour strike by the SDL
union was called to protest hiring
policies at the new Italian carrier
and began at 10 a.m. local time. Alita-
lia said the strike caused the cancel-
lation of four flights. Wildcat pro-
tests at Rome and Milan airports
marred the launch of the new Alita-
lia last Tuesday, causing some de-
lays and cancellations, but Mon-
day’s was the first scheduled strike
at the new company. Alitalia’s 62
years as a state-run company ended
in bankruptcy. The new Alitalia is
owned by a group of Italian inves-
tors who have merged much of the
old carrier’s profitable assets with
the much smaller Air One SpA.

BASF SE

Earnings outlook weakens
as market conditions sink

BASF SE said Monday that 2008
and 2009 earnings will be hurt by
difficult market conditions, which
have deteriorated more than the Ger-
man chemical company expected.
BASF didn’t put estimates on its
new outlook. In November the com-
pany abandoned its goal to match
the previous year’s earnings and
said it would temporarily shutter 80
plants around the world and curb or
stop production at others. The Lud-
wigshafen-based company, which
makes glues, paints and fertilizers
and produces oil and natural gas,
said it will attempt to compensate
for the lower demand wherever pos-
sible by using flexible-working-time
arrangements such as reduction of
overtime and holiday accounts.

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.
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By Liam Moloney

ROME—Italian utility Enel SpA
has set up about Œ7 billion ($9.21 bil-
lion) of financing to enable it to take
full control of Spanish utility
Endesa SA in a deal expected in the
next few weeks, people familiar
with the matter said Monday.

Thefinancingdeal,lineduptobuy
the 25% stake in Endesa owned by
Spanish conglomerate Acciona SA,
would enable Enel to run the Spanish
utility on its own. Enel already spent
nearly Œ30 billion to buy a 67% stake
in Endesa in 2007, but it has jointly
run the company with Acciona.

Disagreements between Enel

and Acciona in their joint manage-
ment of Endesa indicate parting
would be better, analysts say.

The pool of Italian and Spanish
banks that are part of the financing
are Mediobanca SpA, UniCredit
SpA, Intesa Sanpaolo SpA, Banco
Santander SA, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya
Argentaria SA and La Caixa, the peo-
ple familiar with the matter said.

Aspartofthe2007dealtoacquire
Endesa, Enel granted Acciona a put
option that could force the Italian
utilityasofnextyeartobuyAcciona’s
stake in Endesa, in a deal valued at
about Œ11 billion. Since that deal, Ac-
ciona has come under pressure to
raise cash to pay down debts result-

ing from the acquisition. By entering
talks with Acciona now, Enel may be
able to acquire the stake at more fa-
vorable terms.

Enel is also interested in buying
out Acciona so it can run Endesa
more efficiently, one of the people
familiar with the matter said.

The person cautioned that cer-
tain conditions still had to be met in
order for the sale to go through. A
key question of the deal is how Ende-
sa’s renewable assets are valued.The
transaction would include selling the
renewable assets to Acciona in order
to reduce the cash burden for Enel.
 —Sabrina Cohen

contributed to this article.

Grupo Ferrovial SA

Airport operator BAA Ltd. has re-
ceived five or six bids for London’s
Gatwick Airport, a person familiar
with the situation told Dow Jones
Newswires Monday. BAA, a unit of
Grupo Ferrovial SA of Spain,
launched the sale in September. Bid-
ders include Gatwick Future Partner-
ship, which comprises Alternative
Investments, Deutsche Bank AG’s al-
ternative-investment-management
arm, and Australia’s Babcock &
Brown, people familiar with the mat-
ter said. Global Infrastructure Part-
ners, a joint venture between Gen-
eral Electric Co. and Credit Suisse
Group, on Monday said it is bidding
for Gatwick. GIP owns London City
Airport. Germany-based Hochtief
AG, the owner of Budapest Airport,
also said it submitted a bid.

Hankook Tire Manufacturing

South Korea’s Hankook Tire
Manufacturing Co. is targeting an
operating profit of 195.2 billion won
($140 million) for this year, down
23% from a year earlier, amid the glo-
bal downturn. “The one-fifth operat-
ing profit target cut is mainly be-
cause we have reflected [last year’s]
high raw-materials prices in the
2009 business plans,” a company
spokesman said on Monday. “Slow-
ing tire demand from car makers
was another factor.” The country’s
largest tire maker by sales said it
aims for 2.695 trillion won in
sales—a 1.9% year-to-year rise—
and 136.5 billion won in pretax
profit, up 85% from the previous
year. Despite slowing demand, the
company continued to pass on
higher raw material prices onto sell-
ing prices, analysts said.

By Gustav Sandstrom

Two Finnish companies revealed
a big round of layoffs Monday as the

global downturn hits the paper in-
dustry and other sectors.

Blaming falling demand, engi-
neering company Metso Corp. said
it may cut up to 2,700 jobs from its
work force of 28,000, while paper
and wood producer Stora Enso Oyj
announced plans to temporarily
cut 5,000 jobs, or up to 45% of its
work force.

Metso, which supplies technol-
ogy for the mining, power genera-
tion and paper industries, said it
will start talks with staff about cut-
ting 900 to 1,200 jobs in its Finnish
units serving the paper industry. It
also plans to eliminate about 200
jobs and make up to 1,000 tempo-
rary layoffs at its Finnish Metso Min-
erals division.

Separately, Metso said it expects
to permanently lay off 39 people
and temporarily lay off a maximum
of 260 people at its fiber business in

Pori, Finland, and cut 45 jobs at its
paper business in Karlstad, Sweden.
The company took several steps, in-
cluding temporary layoffs and flexi-
ble working hours, last autumn to
combat weakening global markets.
“Unfortunately, in the current de-
mand environment these measures
have not proved sufficient,” it said
Monday.

Nordic paper and mining compa-
nies, including Sweden’s Boliden AB
and Finland’s UPM-Kymmene
Corp., have cut capacity and output
over the past year.

Stora Enso Monday said it will
curtail production in the first half of
2009 because of the declining de-
mand. The exact number of layoffs
and their duration will be deter-
mined as negotiations proceed, it
said.

 —Ola Kinnander contributed to
this article.

Philips Electronics NV

Philips Electronics NV said Mon-
day that it will write down the book
value of its Lumileds lighting subsid-
iary by Œ232 million ($308.3 million)
becauseofslowingdemandintheau-
tomotive and consumer sectors. Af-
ter the impairment costs, the unit’s
book value will total Œ637 million,
Philips said. The value adjustment of
Lumileds is part of a larger write-
down plan Philips announced in De-
cember. Because of plummeting de-
mand, the company said last month
that it expects write-downs of about
Œ1.1 billion in the fourth quarter,
mainly related to its financial stakes
in flat-panel TV company LG Display
Co. and NXP BV, formerly Philips’s
semiconductordivision.TheAmster-
dam-based maker of shavers, televi-
sions, lighting and high-end medical
equipmentreportsfourth-quarterre-
sults Jan. 26.

UBS AG
UBS AG said it will buy American

International Group Inc.’s commod-
ity-index business, including the
rights to the Dow Jones-AIG Com-
modity Index. The Swiss bank said it
will pay $15 million on closing and
as much as $135 million more over
the next 18 months, depending on
performance. The purchase by UBS
comes as a surprise. It recently sold
assets to get out of the commodities
business. Last Friday, UBS an-
nounced the sale of various com-
modities operations to Barclays
PLC. Separately, according to slides
from a presentation by Chairman Pe-
ter Kurer, the bank’s priority is to
settle an inquiry by the U.S. Justice
Department over allegations of tax
evasion. The slides are the first indi-
cation given by UBS that it is seek-
ing a settlement, which is expected
by experts to result in a hefty fine.
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DJIA component stocks Friday, January 16, 2009

Volume, CHANGE
Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 30.60 $25.23 0.11 0.44%
Alcoa AA 23.30 9.43 0.06 0.64%
AmExpress AXP 19.00 17.01 –0.31 –1.79%
BankAm BAC 471.50 7.18 –1.14 –13.70%
Boeing BA 8.70 42.46 1.50 3.66%
Caterpillar CAT 12.30 39.55 0.16 0.41%
Chevron CVX 14.20 71.74 0.97 1.37%
Citigroup C 404.50 3.50 –0.33 –8.62%
CocaCola KO 13.10 43.84 0.48 1.11%
Disney DIS 15.00 21.46 0.10 0.47%
DuPont DD 8.70 24.97 0.32 1.30%
ExxonMobil XOM 42.50 78.10 1.44 1.88%
GenElec GE 118.40 13.96 0.19 1.38%
GenMotor GM 16.40 3.93 0.01 0.26%
HewlettPk HPQ 26.80 34.77 –0.98 –2.74%
HomeDpt HD 19.70 23.20 0.39 1.71%
Intel INTC 77.30 13.74 0.45 3.39%
IBM IBM 10.00 84.92 0.80 0.95%
JPMorgChas JPM 149.60 22.82 –1.52 –6.24%
JohnsJohns JNJ 19.20 57.44 –0.18 –0.31%
KftFoods KFT 11.10 28.64 0.57 2.03%
McDonalds MCD 11.60 59.67 1.69 2.91%
Merck MRK 12.30 28.19 0.07 0.25%
Microsoft MSFT 72.20 19.71 0.47 2.44%
Pfizer PFE 53.90 17.50 0.11 0.63%
ProctGamb PG 17.20 57.73 0.27 0.47%
3M MMM 5.00 56.42 1.25 2.27%
UnitedTech UTX 7.40 51.10 1.41 2.84%
Verizon VZ 17.30 29.96 0.06 0.20%
WalMart WMT 20.20 51.56 0.21 0.41%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 19
LAST: 8281.22 Closed

YEAR TO DATE: t 495.17, or 5.6%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 3,818.08, or 31.6%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Contl AG 963 –48 –119 –278 Rep Austria 141 4 35 9

Fresenius SE 320 –40 1 –43 Alstom 310 5 6 –128

Alcatel Lucent 1236 –35 34 –101 Hellenic Rep 266 6 44 31

Gecina 1312 –35 8 –269 Dexia Cr  313 8 3 –6

Nielsen 887 –34 17 –118 Ld Secs  721 8 13 –11

Tomkins  665 –26 –5 –117 Daily Mail & Gen Tr  898 8 53 8

Koninklijke Ahold  178 –25 –5 –77 CARLTON Comms  581 15 137 115

Holcim  626 –25 27 –143 ITV  700 16 150 97

Renault 342 –23 32 –51 Smurfit Kappa Fdg  879 17 43 –89

Daimler AG 315 –23 18 –74 TUI AG 1126 44 159 58

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Monday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

GlaxoSmithKline U.K. Pharmaceuticals $106.0 12.78 3.48% 3.8% –10.4%

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 91.9 31.90 3.00 –13.5 25.8

Astrazeneca U.K. Pharmaceuticals 58.3 27.60 2.64 24.4 4.3

Tesco U.K. Food Retailers & Wholeslrs 40.3 3.53 2.49 –13.9 13.0

Deutsche Telekom Germany Mobile Telecomm 58.7 10.24 2.45 –28.9 –22.6

Royal Bk of Scot U.K. Banks $6.6 0.12 –66.57% –96.0 –97.6

Deutsche Bk Germany Banks 13.4 17.90 –10.59 –75.4 –78.4

Soc. Generale France Banks 21.8 28.54 –10.25 –61.1 –70.0

Barclays U.K. Banks 10.7 0.88 –10.20 –78.5 –84.8

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance 17.0 6.22 –8.39 –70.4 –77.7

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 105.6 170.00 1.67% –12.3% –13.5%
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Diageo 36.8 9.20 1.60 –2.5 11.7
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
British Amer Tob 53.1 18.05 1.52 –1.5 43.1
U.K. (Tobacco)
Siemens 52.6 43.77 1.32 –48.0 –38.0
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Vodafone Grp 115.5 1.37 1.22 –19.9 13.0
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
France Telecom 66.1 19.23 0.97 –18.3 1.9
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Unilever 40.6 17.99 0.78 –15.1 –4.2
Netherlands (Food Products)
Iberdrola 39.2 5.97 0.67 –30.2 5.0
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Novartis 124.7 53.35 0.57 –6.9 –24.3
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Sanofi-Aventis 84.9 49.09 0.31 –14.7 –34.7
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Total 115.7 37.10 0.26 –25.8 –31.4
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Telefonica 93.0 15.03 0.20 –25.0 21.3
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Nestle 138.4 40.86 0.20 –11.6 7.7
Switzerland (Food Products)
E.ON 65.8 25.01 –0.08 –43.6 –11.6
Germany (Multiutilities)
ENI 88.0 16.70 –0.54 –24.2 –31.2
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
BP 146.8 4.89 –0.61 –5.8 –26.0
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Royal Dutch Shell 88.1 18.89 –0.61 –23.0 –29.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Bayer 43.0 42.74 –0.79 –22.8 25.0
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
SAP 42.9 26.60 –1.17 –13.6 –27.5
Germany (Software)
Rio Tinto 21.7 14.89 –1.19 –64.8 –48.0
U.K. (General Mining)

Koninklijke Philips 17.8 13.39 –1.25% –44.6% –48.5%
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
ABB 28.1 13.66 –1.44 –41.6 2.2
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
BHP Billiton 37.9 11.69 –1.60 –5.3 15.6
U.K. (General Mining)
Nokia 53.2 10.65 –1.84 –48.9 –29.0
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 21.1 58.50 –2.34 –17.1 –55.3
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
Anglo Amer 26.0 13.34 –2.70 –43.3 –34.4
U.K. (General Mining)
Daimler 29.5 23.28 –2.72 –53.6 –45.4
Germany (Automobiles)
Allianz SE 38.0 63.80 –2.95 –46.8 –49.2
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Assicurazioni Genli 32.5 17.53 –2.99 –37.3 –30.5
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 34.8 7.06 –3.55 –46.5 –53.3
Spain (Banks)
Intesa Sanpaolo 37.1 2.38 –3.84 –49.3 –46.4
Italy (Banks)
ArcelorMittal 32.5 17.05 –4.32 –55.1 ...
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
BASF 27.4 22.68 –4.55 –46.6 –27.0
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Banco Santander 61.1 5.81 –4.91 –45.0 –43.5
Spain (Banks)
AXA 34.3 12.48 –5.13 –43.6 –51.2
France (Full Line Insurance)
UBS 32.7 12.60 –5.48 –64.8 –78.8
Switzerland (Banks)
BNP Paribas 32.8 27.35 –5.71 –56.4 –59.9
France (Banks)
HSBC Hldgs 87.5 5.01 –6.49 –29.6 –46.2
U.K. (Banks)
Credit Suisse Grp 26.4 25.20 –6.67 –51.4 –64.9
Switzerland (Banks)
UniCredit 25.4 1.45 –6.81 –70.0 –74.1
Italy (Banks)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.51% 1.47% 2.8% 1.3% -5.1%
Event Driven 0.92% 1.37% -11.1% 1.3% -24.8%
Distressed Securities -3.64% -4.93% -19.8% -1.9% -36.4%

*Estimates as of 01/15/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 10/1 1.61 98.19% 0.01% 2.17 1.18 1.62

Eur. High Volatility: 10/1 3.72 93.80 0.02 5.57 2.16 3.71

Europe Crossover: 10/1 9.81 86.27 0.06 11.20 5.74 8.71

Asia ex-Japan IG: 10/1 3.20 94.94 0.02 6.63 1.99 3.59

Japan: 10/1 3.00 93.45 0.02 3.75 1.58 2.64

 Note: Data as of January 16

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.

Behind global deals: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO, 
follow-on or 
convertible equity 
offering is one or 
more investment 
banks. At right, 
investment banks 
historical and year-
to-date revenues 
from global equity-
capital-market 
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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Obama has chance to shape U.S. courts
Vacancies of appellate judges, makeup in Congress should give new president sway over how laws will be interpreted

World court provides test for U.S. on arrests of foreigners
By Jess Bravin

A United Nations court handed
the incoming Obama administra-
tion a diplomatic challenge when it
reiterated its 2004 ruling that the
U.S. must provide new hearings for
nearly 50 Mexicans sent to Ameri-
can death rows without receiving
consular access.

The International Court of Jus-
tice Monday unanimously found that
the U.S. had violated the Hague tribu-
nal’s July order to stay the execution
of José Medellín, a Mexican con-
victed in Texas of murder. The court
had called for additional judicial
hearings to be held to weigh whether
he was entitled to a new trial or other
relief because local police failed to
provide him consular access after ar-
rest, as required by a 1963 treaty.

Texas authorities, asserting they
weren’t bound by the world-court
opinion, executed Mr. Medellín in
August.

The ruling highlights a perennial
irritant between Washington and
foreign governments that President-
elect Barack Obama will have to ad-
dress after taking office Tuesday:
the spotty compliance by U.S. state
and local authorities with the Vi-
enna Convention on Consular Rela-
tions, which provides that arrested
aliens have access to diplomats

from their home country and which
the U.S. ratified in 1969.

The U.S. insists that foreign coun-
tries afford Vienna Convention privi-
leges to Americans in trouble over-
seas. But both the Clinton and Bush
administrations had argued that they
were powerless to force states to com-
ply with the treaty, when it came to
the latter’s handling of foreign nation-
als. Under an annex to the treaty, the
U.S. agreed to let the world court re-
solve disputes over the interpreta-
tion of the Vienna Convention.

The International Court of Jus-
tice, the U.N.’s principal judicial
body, hears disputes between gov-
ernments. Its decisions can be en-
forced only by a vote of the Security
Council, however, where the U.S.
holds a veto.

The controversy “makes the U.S.
look like it’s putting itself above the
law,” said Diana Shelton, an interna-
tional law professor at George Wash-
ington University. “And it’s also put-
ting U.S. nationals at risk” when
they travel abroad, she said, be-
cause foreign governments can cite
U.S. noncompliance should they
deny consular access to Americans.

Spokesmen for Mr. Obama
couldn’t be reached for comment.

Frustrated by their nationals be-
ing jailed without consular access,
foreign governments have increas-

ingly turned to The Hague to pres-
sure Washington to comply. After
Paraguay and Germany won world-
court cases against the U.S., Mexico
in 2003 asked the Hague tribunal to
find the U.S. in breach and vacate
the death sentences of dozens of
Mexican nationals in several states.

In a 2004 opinion, the court

stopped short of Mexico’s request
but directed the U.S. to conduct addi-
tional judicial hearings to see
whether the inmates were entitled
to new trials or other relief.

The decision sparked a battle
early in President George W. Bush’s
second term between hard-liners
who considered international law
largely irrelevant and moderates con-
cerned that perceptions that the
Bush administration was ignoring
Washington’s international obliga-
tions would undercut U.S. diplomacy.

Mr. Bush accepted Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice’s advice to di-

rect states to comply with the world-
court opinion. But at then-Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales’s urging,
Mr. Bush overruled State Depart-
ment officials and withdrew from the
treaty annex giving the world court
jurisdiction over Vienna Convention
disputes, a person familiar with the
discussions said. That prevented fu-
ture cases from reaching The Hague.

Oklahoma’s governor, noting the
diplomatic implications, in 2004
complied with the world-court rul-
ing by commuting an affected in-
mate’s death sentence to life without
parole. But Texas argued that neither
the world court nor the president
could override the decisions of its
state courts. Mr. Bush, on the advice
of Ms. Rice, attempted to comply
with the world court’s decision by
seeking to spare Mr. Medellín from
his home state’s death chamber.

In March, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that Mr. Bush lacked authority
to intervene in state criminal pro-
ceedings. The 6-3 decision acknowl-
edged Washington’s Vienna Conven-
tion obligations, but said the conven-
tion, like certain other treaties, isn’t
enforceable in American courts with-
out additional legislation by Con-
gress. The justices rejected the Bush
administration’s argument that the
president, as part of his foreign-pol-
icy responsibilities, could force

states to set aside rulings of their
state courts. In an election year, law-
makers showed little enthusiasm
for legislation that at the behest of a
U.N. court would spare the lives of
aliens convicted of murder.

In its Monday ruling, the world
court noted that the Bush adminis-
tration had taken efforts to comply
with the ruling, albeit unsuccess-
fully. John Bellinger, the departing
administration’s chief State Depart-
ment lawyer, attended the Monday
session at the world court.

“It’s underappreciated in the in-
ternational community and among
those who believe this [Bush] admin-
istration is not committed to inter-
national law, just how hard we
worked to comply with the ICJ’s rul-
ing,” Mr. Bellinger said. With the is-
sue unresolved, “it will be an early
international law challenge for the
new administration to comply with
our obligation.”

Donald Donovan, a New York at-
torney who represents Mexico in
the case, said, “We are confident
that President-elect Obama’s admin-
istration and the new Congress will
act together to reassure the world
of our nation’s commitment to the
rule of law. We now have a tremen-
dous opportunity to demonstrate to
the international community that
the United States keeps its word.”

Source: Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
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President Obama could give the federal judiciary a more liberal tilt by filling a number 
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ECONOMY & POLITICS

Mexico sought to
have the U.S. death
sentences of its
nationals commuted.

By Ashby Jones

U.S. President-elect Barack
Obama is expected to have a speedy
and significant impact on a number
of federal courts of appeal, with the
potential to lessen the conservative
influence that several of these
courts now wield.

Given significant vacancies in
some the nation’s 13 federal appel-
late courts, Mr. Obama’s appoint-
ments may shape the ways laws are
interpreted across the country. “He
really has an enormous opportu-
nity,” said Carl Tobias, a law profes-
sor at the University of Richmond in
Virginia and expert on the federal ju-
diciary. “At least initially, I don’t see
him having much trouble getting his
seats filled.”

Because the U.S. Supreme Court
accepts only a small percentage of
the cases requested, federal appel-
late judges serve as the arbiters of
last resort for the vast majority of
federal lawsuits, and therefore argu-
ably have as much effect on federal
law. From March 2007 through
March 2008, for instance, federal ap-
pellate courts effectively ended
more than 60,000 cases. “Few of
Obama’s actions will have as much
significance or lasting impact as his
appointments to the courts of ap-
peals,” said Nan Aron, the president
of Alliance for Justice, a left-leaning
association of public-interest and
civil-rights groups.

In the short term, court watch-
ers have their eyes set on the Fourth
Circuit, which hears appeals from
federal trial courts in Maryland, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia, North Carolina
and South Carolina. In the 1990s,
the court developed a reputation as
one of the nation’s most conserva-
tive circuit courts. In a 1999 deci-
sion, for example, the court ruled

that the protections conferred by
Miranda warnings—the act of read-
ing suspects their “rights” upon ar-
rest—weren’t constitutionally re-
quired. (The decision was over-
turned by the U.S. Supreme Court
the following year.)

The complexion of the Fourth Cir-
cuit has changed in recent years
with some notable departures, in-
cluding that of J. Michael Luttig,
who left the bench in 2006 to be-
come the general counsel of Boeing
Co., and fellow conservative William
Walter Wilkins, who retired last
year. Currently, the court consists of
six Republican-appointed judges
and five appointed by Democrats, as
well as four vacancies. “Under Mr.
Obama, the Fourth Circuit really
could become a Democratic court,”

said Russell Wheeler, a visiting fel-
low at the Brookings Institution and
expert on judicial appointments.

Mr. Obama also will face two va-
cancies in each of the following: the
Ninth Circuit, which covers much of
the western U.S.; the Third Circuit,
which hears federal appeals from
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Dela-
ware; and the District of Columbia
Circuit, which makes much of the
law concerning the nation’s regula-
tory agencies.

During their eight years in office,
Presidents Bill Clinton and George
W. Bush installed 66 and 60 federal
appellate judges, respectively.
Court watchers argue that Mr. Clin-
ton had a greater impact on the ap-
pellate courts because more of his
appointments replaced appointees

made by presidents from the oppos-
ing party.

Mr. Obama will face roughly a
quarter of those numbers in vacan-
cies—16—by the end of his first
year. But he could pick up more if
Congress passes a law providing for
an additional 14 appellate judges.
The law stalled in Congress last
year, but Mr. Wheeler and others
suspect that given the current
makeup in Congress, the law could
pass early within Mr. Obama’s first
term. “It seems a safe assumption
that the new Congress will do what-
ever it takes to create new judge-
ships,” he said.

The Democrats’ majority in the
Senate makes it likely that Mr.
Obama will be able to get his picks
confirmed, court watchers say. Yet

Republicans still have weapons at
their disposal. A unified vote of all
41 Republican Senators would be
enough to filibuster any given nomi-
nation. There is also the “blue slip
policy,” which effectively allows a
senator to block the appointment of
a judge from his or her state.

And Republicans can always
mount a public-relations campaign
against a nominee who particularly
galls them. While it might not be
enough to sink a candidate, such a
strategy might influence picks down
the road. “It’s important for the Re-
publicans to make clear they’re re-
viewing the nominees carefully,” said
Ed Whelan, the president of the Eth-
ics and Public Policy Center, a right-
leaning think tank in Washington.

In October, while on the cam-
paign trail, Mr. Obama hinted that
he would appoint judges who have
“the heart, the empathy…to under-
stand what it’s like to be poor, or Af-
rican-American, or gay, or disabled,
or old.” Apart from this, he has
given little indication of his inten-
tion concerning judicial appoint-
ments. “We just don’t know much at
all,” said Ms. Aron. The Obama tran-
sition team didn’t return calls seek-
ing comment.

But the dearth of information
hasn’t stopped speculation. Some
view the tenor of his cabinet ap-
pointments as a sign that he is likely
to nominate moderate candidates.
Others, however, think Mr. Obama
might use judicial appointments to
placate his base on the left. “That
makes some sense to me,” said
Arthur Hellman, a professor at the
University of Pittsburgh Law School
and expert on the federal judiciary.
“He can do something important for
the left wing without it costing him
a lot; most people just don’t follow
judicial nominations that closely.”
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

3.73% 9 World -a % % 161.16 –0.67% –38.9% 6.08% 9 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 528.32 % –30.5%

% Global Dow 1019.40 0.43% –34.1% 1435.75 0.51% –39.7% 4.76% 12 Infrastructure 1230.80 0.69% –27.4% 1556.20 0.78% –33.5%

4.79% 9 Stoxx 600 189.70 –1.68% –38.6% 186.35 –2.41% –44.2% 2.74% 5 Luxury 552.60 –0.22% –37.8% 621.27 –0.13% –43.0%

4.82% 9 Stoxx Large 200 206.50 –1.66% –38.4% 201.78 –2.40% –44.0% 2.81% 6 BRIC 50 238.10 0.11% –49.0% 301.02 0.20% –53.3%

4.66% 10 Stoxx Mid 200 163.80 –1.64% –38.7% 159.99 –2.37% –44.3% 3.82% 3 Africa 50 548.00 –0.15% –47.7% 461.31 –0.07% –52.1%

4.52% 10 Stoxx Small 200 98.80 –2.02% –41.3% 96.43 –2.75% –46.7% 7.53% 4 GCC % % 1103.24 –1.95% –60.9%

4.91% 8 Euro Stoxx 207.30 –1.43% –40.5% 203.64 –2.17% –46.0% 4.51% 9 Sustainability 637.80 –0.77% –34.7% 707.27 –1.64% –40.8%

4.91% 8 Euro Stoxx Large 200 222.80 –1.38% –41.1% 217.46 –2.12% –46.5% 2.93% 10 Islamic Market -a % % 1416.46 –0.29% –33.5%

4.87% 9 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 188.40 –1.64% –37.2% 183.83 –2.37% –43.0% 3.23% 9 Islamic Market 100 1478.00 0.59% –22.0% 1661.45 –0.29% –29.2%

5.03% 11 Euro Stoxx Small 200 111.40 –1.72% –39.4% 108.60 –2.45% –44.9% 3.23% 9 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

8.68% 6 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1092.40 –3.54% –58.0% 1229.52 –4.26% –61.9% 2.88% 12 Wilshire 5000 % % 8603.17 % –35.4%

7.23% 7 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1244.60 –2.49% –55.7% 1406.21 –3.22% –59.7% % DJ-AIG Commodity 117.20 –0.15% –33.8% 112.83 1.28% –40.0%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.4962 2.1700 1.3226 0.1809 0.0450 0.2144 0.0166 0.3875 1.9656 0.2638 1.1916 ...

 Canada 1.2556 1.8211 1.1099 0.1518 0.0378 0.1799 0.0139 0.3252 1.6495 0.2214 ... 0.8392

 Denmark 5.6711 8.2250 5.0129 0.6855 0.1707 0.8125 0.0628 1.4688 7.4501 ... 4.5166 3.7902

 Euro 0.7612 1.1040 0.6729 0.0920 0.0229 0.1091 0.0084 0.1972 ... 0.1342 0.6063 0.5088

 Israel 3.8610 5.5998 3.4129 0.4667 0.1162 0.5532 0.0427 ... 5.0722 0.6808 3.0750 2.5805

 Japan 90.3750 131.0754 79.8860 10.9250 2.7208 12.9486 ... 23.4071 118.7256 15.9362 71.9775 60.4021

 Norway 6.9795 10.1227 6.1695 0.8437 0.2101 ... 0.0772 1.8077 9.1690 1.2307 5.5587 4.6647

 Russia 33.2165 48.1756 29.3614 4.0154 ... 4.7592 0.3675 8.6031 43.6365 5.8572 26.4547 22.2002

 Sweden 8.2723 11.9977 7.3122 ... 0.2490 1.1852 0.0915 2.1425 10.8673 1.4587 6.5883 5.5288

 Switzerland 1.1313 1.6408 ... 0.1368 0.0341 0.1621 0.0125 0.2930 1.4862 0.1995 0.9010 0.7561

 U.K. 0.6895 ... 0.6095 0.0833 0.0208 0.0988 0.0076 0.1786 0.9058 0.1216 0.5491 0.4608

 U.S. ... 1.4503 0.8839 0.1209 0.0301 0.1433 0.0111 0.2590 1.3137 0.1763 0.7964 0.6683

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe. * Data as of 1/16/09.

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.)* CBOT 391.00 25.75 7.05% 816.00 305.50
Soybeans (cents/bu.)* CBOT 1020.00 25.50 2.56 1,653.50 779.25
Wheat (cents/bu.)* CBOT 578.25 9.50 1.67 1,275.00 471.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.)* CME 87.675 0.375 0.43 119.200 82.400
Cocoa ($/ton)* ICE-US 2,463 96 4.06 3,228 1,884
Coffee (cents/lb.)* ICE-US 115.80 1.90 1.67 181.60 102.15
Sugar (cents/lb.)* ICE-US 12.26 0.30 2.51 15.85 9.89
Cotton (cents/lb.)* ICE-US 49.00 0.47 0.97 100.41 39.23
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 1,861.00 16 0.87 3,825 1,345
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,780 14 0.79 1,861 992
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,990 –20 –1.00% 2,747 1,580

Copper (cents/lb.)* COMEX 152.75 7.40 5.09 398.40 125.50
Gold ($/troy oz.)* COMEX 839.90 32.60 4.04 1,045.00 688.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.)* COMEX 1121.50 77.50 7.42 2,122.50 8.50
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,425.00 –55.00 –3.72 3,340.00 1,425.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 10,700.00 –400.00 –3.60 25,450.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 3,310.00 –85.00 –2.50 8,811.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,139.00 –35.00 –2.98 3,460.00 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,238.00 –27.00 –2.13 2,840.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 10,900 unch. unch. 33,600 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.)* NYMEX 42.57 –0.97 –2.23 148.35 38.00
Heating oil ($/gal.)* NYMEX 1.4643 –0.0167 –1.13 4.2895 1.2396
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.)* NYMEX 1.1987 –0.0094 –0.78 3.6130 0.8708
Natural gas ($/mmBtu)* NYMEX 4.813 –0.029 –0.60 14.169 4.710
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 44.50 –2.07 –4.44 150.53 38.80
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 437.50 –26.00 –5.61 1,366.25 397.25

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on Jan. 19
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.5405 0.2202 3.4563 0.2893

Brazil real 3.0662 0.3261 2.3340 0.4284

Canada dollar 1.6495 0.6063 1.2556 0.7964
1-mo. forward 1.6500 0.6061 1.2560 0.7962

3-mos. forward 1.6497 0.6062 1.2558 0.7963
6-mos. forward 1.6484 0.6067 1.2548 0.7970

Chile peso 817.72 0.001223 622.46 0.001607
Colombia peso 2932.57 0.0003410 2232.30 0.0004480

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3137 0.7612 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.3984 0.0544 14.0051 0.0714

Peru sol 4.1421 0.2414 3.1530 0.3172
Uruguay peso-e 30.149 0.0332 22.950 0.0436

U.S. dollar 1.3137 0.7612 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 2.82 0.354496 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.9656 0.5088 1.4962 0.6684
China yuan 8.9805 0.1114 6.8360 0.1463

Hong Kong dollar 10.1929 0.0981 7.7589 0.1289
India rupee 63.7473 0.0157 48.5250 0.0206

Indonesia rupiah 14631 0.0000683 11138 0.0000898
Japan yen 118.73 0.008423 90.38 0.011065

1-mo. forward 118.67 0.008427 90.33 0.011070
3-mos. forward 118.54 0.008436 90.23 0.011082

6-mos. forward 118.35 0.008450 90.09 0.011100
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.7037 0.2126 3.5805 0.2793

New Zealand dollar 2.4144 0.4142 1.8379 0.5441
Pakistan rupee 104.387 0.0096 79.460 0.0126

Philippines peso 61.915 0.0162 47.130 0.0212
Singapore dollar 1.9639 0.5092 1.4949 0.6689

South Korea won 1787.29 0.0005595 1360.50 0.0007350
Taiwan dollar 44.046 0.02270 33.528 0.02983
Thailand baht 45.888 0.02179 34.930 0.02863

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7612 1.3137
1-mo. forward 1.0009 0.9991 0.7619 1.3126

3-mos. forward 1.0023 0.9977 0.7630 1.3107
6-mos. forward 1.0040 0.9960 0.7643 1.3084

Czech Rep. koruna-b 27.686 0.0361 21.075 0.0474
Denmark krone 7.4501 0.1342 5.6711 0.1763

Hungary forint 284.04 0.003521 216.21 0.004625
Norway krone 9.1690 0.1091 6.9795 0.1433

Poland zloty 4.3025 0.2324 3.2751 0.3053
Russia ruble-d 43.637 0.02292 33.217 0.03011

Slovak Rep. koruna 28.3405 0.03529 21.5730 0.04635
Sweden krona 10.8673 0.0920 8.2723 0.1209

Switzerland franc 1.4862 0.6729 1.1313 0.8839
1-mo. forward 1.4857 0.6731 1.1309 0.8842

3-mos. forward 1.4842 0.6738 1.1298 0.8851
6-mos. forward 1.4814 0.6750 1.1277 0.8868

Turkey lira 2.1602 0.4629 1.6444 0.6081
U.K. pound 0.9058 1.1040 0.6895 1.4503

1-mo. forward 0.9065 1.1032 0.6900 1.4492
3-mos. forward 0.9072 1.1022 0.6906 1.4480

6-mos. forward 0.9078 1.1016 0.6910 1.4472

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.4952 2.0194 0.3770 2.6529
Egypt pound-a 7.2648 0.1377 5.5300 0.1808
Israel shekel 5.0722 0.1972 3.8610 0.2590

Jordan dinar 0.9314 1.0736 0.7090 1.4104
Kuwait dinar 0.3737 2.6756 0.2845 3.5149

Lebanon pound 1980.40 0.0005049 1507.50 0.0006634
Saudi Arabia riyal 4.9267 0.2030 3.7503 0.2666

South Africa rand 13.2744 0.0753 10.1046 0.0990
United Arab dirham 4.8255 0.2072 3.6733 0.2722

SDR -f 0.8674 1.1528 0.6603 1.5145

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 9 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 189.72 –3.24 –1.68% –3.6% –38.6%

 9 DJ Stoxx 50 1973.99 –31.90 –1.59 –4.4% –37.1%

 8 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 207.32 –3.00 –1.43 –7.0% –40.5%

 8 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2252.39 –29.06 –1.27 –8.1% –39.2%

 5 Austria ATX 1642.68 –90.26 –5.21 –6.2% –55.8%

 6 Belgium Bel-20 1839.94 –11.71 –0.63 –3.6% –47.3%

 7 Czech Republic PX 817.9 –24.2 –2.87 –4.7% –45.1%

 9 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 234.59 –4.13 –1.73 3.7% –36.3%

 8 Finland OMX Helsinki 5215.52 –93.72 –1.77 –3.5% –45.1%

 7 France CAC-40 2989.69 –27.06 –0.90 –7.1% –37.0%

 9 Germany DAX 4316.14 –50.14 –1.15 –10.3% –36.4%

 … Hungary BUX 12017.87 –123.72 –1.02 –1.8% –48.6%

 2 Ireland ISEQ 2273.84 –182.38 –7.43 –3.0% –63.7%

 6 Italy S&P/MIB 18367 –336 –1.80 –5.6% –45.8%

 4 Netherlands AEX 245.22 –3.33 –1.34 –0.3% –42.0%

 6 Norway All-Shares 272.65 –7.56 –2.70 0.9% –38.4%

 17 Poland WIG 25475.84 –701.22 –2.68 –6.4% –42.8%

 10 Portugal PSI 20 6363.10 –82.98 –1.29 0.3% –41.2%

 … Russia RTSI 531.66 –35.11 –6.2% –15.9% –73.4%

 7 Spain IBEX 35 8494.8 –125.3 –1.45 –7.6% –32.7%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 193.26 –2.52 –1.29 –5.4% –35.1%

 11 Switzerland SMI 5381.37 –54.17 –1.00 –2.8% –26.2%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 25055.88 –575.08 –2.24 –6.7% –45.0%

 8 U.K. FTSE 100 4108.47 –38.59 –0.93 –7.3% –26.3%

 9 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 88.94 0.30 0.34% –5.0% –37.7%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 3589.3 38.4 1.08 –3.6% –35.7%

 … China CBN 600 16425.38 146.19 0.90 11.2% –59.4%

 8 Hong Kong Hang Seng 13339.99 84.48 0.64 –7.3% –44.0%

 10 India Sensex 9329.57 5.98 0.06 –3.3% –47.0%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 8256.85 26.70 0.32 –6.8% –38.0%

 … Singapore Straits Times 1746.99 16.54 0.96 –0.8% –40.1%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1150.65 15.45 1.36 2.3% –31.7%

 9 AMERICAS DJ Americas 214.72 –0.24 –0.11 –5.0% –36.0%

 … Brazil Bovespa 38878.51 –463.03 –1.18 3.5% –27.6%

 11 Mexico IPC 20381.24 55.85 0.27 –8.9% –20.2%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of January 19, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.90% 10 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 214.39 1.53%–46.8% –46.8%

3.80% 11 World (Developed Markets) 865.83 1.46%–45.5% –45.5%

3.40% 11 World ex-EMU 102.08 1.31%–43.6% –43.6%

3.70% 11 World ex-UK 867.06 1.36%–44.7% –44.7%

4.80% 9 EAFE 1,155.49 2.20%–48.7% –48.7%

4.10% 8 Emerging Markets (EM) 537.84 2.13%–56.8% –56.8%

5.40% 8 EUROPE 67.48 0.94%–47.0% –47.0%

6.20% 7 EMU 127.86 2.35%–54.3% –54.3%

5.60% 9 Europe ex-UK 74.09 0.92%–46.9% –46.9%

7.40% 6 Europe Value 73.76 0.74%–51.3% –51.3%

3.60% 11 Europe Growth 59.91 1.12%–42.6% –42.6%

5.40% 7 Europe Small Cap 103.18 1.14%–52.1% –52.1%

4.50% 4 EM Europe 151.11 –0.98%–68.6% –68.6%

5.10% 6 UK 1,228.11 0.56%–36.1% –36.1%

5.60% 8 Nordic Countries 97.52 3.10%–52.7% –52.7%

3.50% 3 Russia 384.36 –0.44%–74.4% –74.4%

4.50% 10 South Africa 565.23 2.37%–20.7% –20.7%

5.10% 9 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 231.84 2.25%–56.2% –56.2%

2.80% 12 Japan 504.53 2.73%–46.3% –46.3%

3.10% 10 China 37.28 0.81%–56.3% –56.3%

1.80% 10 India 357.83 2.92%–58.2% –58.2%

2.70% 9 Korea 312.63 2.02%–39.5% –39.5%

8.50% 8 Taiwan 163.76 0.94%–51.0% –51.0%

2.80% 15 US BROAD MARKET 928.74 0.82%–41.8% –41.8%

2.20% 53 US Small Cap 1,175.54 1.06%–40.8% –40.8%

4.00% 9 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,087.25 2.38%–52.6% –52.6%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Rights lawyer shot dead on Moscow street

By James Hookway

KUALA LUMPUR—Malaysia’s rul-
ing coalition lost a key parliament
by-election on Saturday, underscor-
ing the dangers faced by incumbent
governments in Southeast Asia as
their export-dependent economies
begin to absorb the full impact of
the global slowdown.

The vote in Kuala Terengganu, a
predominately Muslim city, dealt a
setback to Deputy Prime Minister
Najib Abdul Razak, who is expected
to take over as the country’s leader
in March. Mr. Najib had orches-
trated a high-profile campaign on
behalf the government’s candidate,
hoping to demonstrate his
clout with a victory.

Instead, the opposition
coalition showed it still
commands considerable
voter support after unex-
pectedly strong gains in a
national parliamentary
election last March.

Parti Islam Se-Malaysia,
or PAS—part of the
strengthening opposition
alliance—took 51% of the
votes cast, as ethnic Malay
and ethnic Chinese voters
switched support from the National
Front to the Muslim party.

Incumbent governments else-
where in the region are under pres-
sure. In Thailand, Prime Minister Ab-
hisit Vejjajiva’s shaky new coalition
government, which was formed in
December, must now struggle with
an economy on the brink of reces-
sion as opposition parties loyal to
former Prime Minister Thaksin Shi-
nawatra try to destabilize it.

In the Philippines, where elec-
tions are due in 2010, prospective
presidential candidates are already
distancing themselves from Presi-
dent Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. Polit-
ical analysts there say her deputy,
Vice-President Noli De Castro, is
likely to run as an independent
rather than representing Ms. Ar-
royo’s party.

The Malaysian economy is also
in trouble. The government says
gross domestic product could grow
3% this year, but many private sec-
tor economists are less optimistic.
Citigroup Global Markets says GDP
is likely to expand just 0.5% in 2009.
Demand for Malaysia’s biggest man-
ufactured export, electronics com-
ponents, is slumping and prices
have fallen sharply for oil, natural
gas and palm oil, the country’s big-
gest commodity exports.

At the same time, race-based pol-
itics continue to play a pivotal role
in this country of 27 million people.
Since independence from Britain in
1957, many of Malaysia’s ethnic Chi-

nese and Indians—who col-
lectively make up more
than 30% of the population—
have mostly lent their sup-
port to the National Front
coalition led by the United
Malays National Organiza-
tion, the dominant party of
the country’s Muslim eth-
nic Malays.

But as the economy
slows, many non-Malay vot-
ers are tiring of a decades-
old affirmative action pol-
icy designed to help the ma-

jority ethnic Malay population
catch up economically with the gen-
erally wealthier ethnic Chinese com-
munity.

“Chinese voters are now giving
up on the government. They’ve had
enough,” says James Chin, a politi-
cal science professor at the Malay-
sia campus of Australia’s Monash
University.

Mr. Najib, 55 years old, is ex-
pected to take over as premier in
March after he formally wins elec-
tion as UMNO party president, a
post for which he is running unop-
posed. After Saturday’s defeat, Mr.
Najib tried to play down the impor-
tance of the election loss for the gov-
ernment. “Of course, this is a set-
back for us,” he told reporters, but
added that “We will not be disheart-
ened by the result.”

Malaysian leader dealt
setback as economy dips

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, right, and Ukrainian counterpart Yulia
Tymoshenko, left, at the gas-agreement signing ceremony in Moscow on Monday.

Russia, Ukraine sign deal
EU says it won’t say
the crisis is over
until the gas arrives

Najib Abdul
Razak

ECONOMY & POLITICS

By Alan Cullison

MOSCOW—Smarting from diplo-
matic pressure and their own crum-
bling economies, Russia and Ukraine
signed an agreement Monday that
they said will restore gas shipments
to Europe and make cut-offs to their
customers a problem of the past.

Western capitals remained wary,
despite the fanfare of the signing
ceremony in Moscow. The European
Union, vexed by the failure of previ-
ous gas transit deals in the past two
weeks, testily called Monday for a
timetable for deliveries and said it
won’t consider the crisis over until
its monitors register gas arriving at
the bloc’s borders.

Ukraine’s prime minister, Yulia
Tymoshenko, said shipments would
resume “in a matter of hours,” but
officials have said it could take a day
or two for the gas to travel hundreds
of kilometers through Ukrainian
pipelines to Eastern Europe.

The signing ceremony in Moscow
ends a two-week standoff between
Russia and Ukraine that badly dented
the reputation of both countries as
energy suppliers and plunged several
European countries into the cold.
Both blamed the other for holding up
gas supplies while they argued over
terms of the deal. Europe gets about
20% of its natural gas from Russia,
with about 80% of that flowing
through Ukrainian pipelines, and the
cut-off hit hard some countries, such
as Bulgaria and Slovakia, that rely al-
most entirely on Russia for gas.

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin said that the 10-year agreement
signed Monday would prevent a re-
peat of the annual disputes over
terms that have become a year-end
ritual. Mr. Putin and Ms. Tymoshenko

said the deal would also put an end to
the practice of using scandal-tainted
intermediaries in the gas trade,
which both accused the other of us-
ing for private profit. Mr. Putin said
the new agreement on gas transit
would be “absolutely transparent.”

Ms. Tymoshenko was optimistic.
“We have created an absolutely objec-
tive basis for gas prices and transit
fees,” she said. “This allows us to be-
lieve there will be no more debates,
no more crises at the end of the year.”

A gas agreement has been compli-
cated by tense relations between Rus-
sia and Ukraine since the Orange Rev-
olution of 2004 and by infighting
within the Ukrainian government.
Russia has accused Ukraine of siphon-
ing off some of its gas exports
through Ukraine, and Ms. Tymosh-
enko has been fighting with Ukrai-
nian President Viktor Yushchenko in
the run-up to presidential elections.

Under terms of the agreement,
both Russia and Ukraine can claim to
have won some concessions from

each other. Ukraine will buy Russian
gas at a 20% discount to European
market prices in 2009, while Kiev
agreed to retain preferential transit
fees for Russia this year. Both sides
said they will pay market prices be-
ginning in 2010. Neither side re-
leased actual prices, however.

The agreement came as both coun-
tries’ economies show fresh signs of
buckling under the strain of the finan-
cial crisis. Ukraine’s currency has
shed half its value against the dollar in
the past three months, and analysts
warn of an Iceland-style meltdown.

Russia, which like Ukraine relies
heavily on energy and metals ex-
ports, has likewise been struggling
with a slide in the ruble and a col-
lapse in export revenues. On Mon-
day Mr. Putin ordered that the 2009
budget be reworked at half the origi-
nally planned price for oil, Russia’s
chief export. The budget had
counted on a price of $91, and that
should be adjusted to $41, he said.

In Hong Kong on Monday, Finance
Minister Alexei Kudrin warned the
once-hot economy is likely to stag-
nate, even as inflation remains high.
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By Andrew Osborn

MOSCOW—Human-rights law-
yer Stanislav Markelov told report-
ers Monday he will use all legal
means to overturn the early release
of the most senior Russian military
officer ever convicted of war crimes
in Chechnya. After walking out of the
news conference, he was shot dead.
A journalist with him was also killed.

Mr. Markelov’s murder on a
downtown Moscow street drew
comparisons to the 2006 slaying of
investigative journalist Anna Politk-
ovskaya and threatens to stir anti-
Kremlin sentiment in Chechnya,
where Russia fought two military
campaigns in a decade to quell sepa-
ratist sentiment.

Mr. Markelov, 34 years old, repre-
sented the family of an 18-year-old
Chechen girl, Elza Kungayeva, who
was strangled to death in 2000 by
Col. Yuri Budanov. Mr. Budanov was
found guilty of the murder in 2003
and sentenced to 10 years in prison,
including time served. The former
colonel, who was stripped of his
rank, was released for good behav-
ior Thursday, 1µ years early.

After Ms. Kungayeva’s murder, Mr.
Budanov swiftly became a symbol to

Chechens of Russian military brutal-
ity. Convicting him and making sure
he served his full term became a mat-
ter of honor for Chechnya’s pro-Krem-
lin leadership and tangible proof of
the limited justice Russia grudgingly
meted out to its own army.

Russian nationalists and many
fellow servicemen saw Mr. Budanov
as a hero who was unfairly perse-
cuted for a crime committed in a
war against a people guilty of simi-
lar atrocities against Russians. Mr.
Budanov had said he thought the
18-year-old girl was a rebel sniper
and that he killed her in a moment of
insane rage.

Mr. Markelov had blocked Mr.
Budanov’s early release before. He
said Monday Mr. Budanov had been
let go illegally, before an appeal he
had lodged had been considered. He
said he would challenge the release
and appeal to an international court
if necessary.

Police and witnesses told state
TV a masked gunman approached
Mr. Markelov from behind and shot
him at point-blank range in the back
of the head. He died on the spot. A
freelance journalist, Anastasia Babu-
rova, was walking beside him and, ac-
cording to some accounts, tried to

detain the gunman. She was shot in
the head and taken to a Moscow hos-
pital, where she later died of her
wounds.

Investigators said they were con-
sidering several scenarios, includ-
ing the possibility Mr. Markelov was
killed in relation to his professional
activities. A lawyer for Mr. Budanov,
Alexei Dulimov, told a Russian radio
station his client had nothing to do
with the murders of Mr. Markelov
and Ms. Baburova.

Oleg Orlov, of human-rights group
Memorial, said Mr. Markelov had
been involved in many dangerous le-
gal cases and had “many enemies.”

Mr. Orlov said the killing in
broad daylight spoke poorly of the
government. “Anyone who fights
for the truth here puts themselves
in danger,” he said. “This shows the
government doesn’t want to defend
people who protect human rights.”

Analysts said the murder could un-
dermine stability in Chechnya, which
has been brought under control by
pro-Kremlin strongman Ramzan
Kadyrov. Thousands took to the
streets there in December to protest
the prospect of Mr. Budanov’s early re-
lease. Mr. Kadyrov has since criticized
the decision to grant him parole.
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n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 01/16 EUR 25.30 –3.5 –64.2 –38.9
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 01/16 EUR 19.09 –2.3 –60.4 –30.9

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810

Eastern European Bond Fund OT OT LVA NA NA NA.00 0.9 –36.0 –17.6
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 01/16 EUR 2.26 7.6 –75.2 NS
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 01/16 USD 8.80 0.9 –36.0 –17.6
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 01/16 USD 8.13 –6.1 –73.9 –40.1

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 102.53 –7.5 –53.2 –23.3
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 98.37 –7.6 –53.7 –24.0
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 294.91 3.4 –13.2 –0.1
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 01/16 CHF 124.03 0.0 1.6 1.8
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 01/16 CHF 93.62 0.1 1.6 1.8
PF (LUX)-Cnt Eu Eq-I EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 113.98 –3.4 –43.3 –28.1
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 77.60 –4.6 –39.1 –17.2
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 128.48 –3.8 –72.9 –44.5
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 87.30 –6.3 –58.2 –27.3
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 288.61 –5.1 –57.2 –26.7
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 74.93 –2.0 –40.0 –25.7
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 370.36 –0.8 0.7 0.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 281.84 –0.8 0.7 0.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 127.04 1.7 –4.5 –2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 89.31 1.7 –4.5 –2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 96.37 6.9 –30.0 –19.8
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 55.87 6.9 –30.0 –19.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 01/16 EUR 134.82 0.1 3.6 3.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 01/16 EUR 97.16 0.1 3.6 3.5
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 302.59 –1.1 –44.7 –30.2
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 98.67 –2.4 –41.2 –29.2
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 01/16 USD 190.24 0.4 –6.0 0.0
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 01/16 USD 129.42 0.4 –6.0 0.0
PF (LUX)-Gl Eq Sel-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/16 USD 12.28 –4.3 –44.9 –27.6
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 198.67 –6.6 –48.4 –18.2
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 01/19 USD 185.09 –3.4 –63.0 –25.0
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 7752.49 –4.8 –40.0 –30.7
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 6968.36 –4.6 –42.4 –35.6
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 6799.68 –4.6 –42.8 –36.0
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 3748.93 –4.5 –39.5 –34.0
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 151.11 –4.6 –47.8 –21.6
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 01/16 CHF 689.85 0.1 –16.0 –11.0
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 41.85 –5.2 –37.8 –28.1
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca EE EQ LUX 01/16 USD 20.03 –12.3 –78.5 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/16 USD 70.49 –1.3 –28.2 –17.9
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 327.10 0.2 –39.4 –28.6
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 78.13 –4.3 –35.5 –19.4
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 68.28 –5.8 –37.1 –21.9
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 01/16 USD 528.26 –0.4 9.8 9.2
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 01/16 USD 387.62 –0.4 9.8 9.2
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 01/15 USD 130.25 0.1 2.3 3.4
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 01/15 USD 85.05 0.0 2.3 3.4
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 106.25 3.1 –26.2 –16.7
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 01/16 USD 159.93 –3.0 5.4 9.3
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 01/16 USD 132.38 –3.0 5.4 9.3
PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 34.13 –17.8 NS NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Asia Ex-Japan Fund USD AS EQ IRL 05/20 USD 1.12 –93.7 –93.8 –72.2
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 01/16 USD 7.58 –3.3 –39.9 –27.1
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 01/19 USD 13.91 –5.3 –12.1 –12.7

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Columbus USD A OT OT CYM 10/31 USD 89.67 –11.1 –13.2 NS
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 126.59 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 6.75 –58.8 –58.8 –25.1
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 12/31 USD 126.28 10.6 10.6 8.6
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 178.94 –12.8 –12.8 –0.8
Gl Utilities Abs Rtn USD A OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 100.13 –16.6 –10.7 –1.9
Japan Abs Ret USD A AS EQ CYM 07/31 USD 141.61 –9.5 –17.9 –7.4
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 13.99 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 165.85 4.3 4.3 3.8

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 01/14 USD 61.03 5.8 –56.4 –19.5

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 531.08 –5.7 –39.8 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 619.27 –5.8 NS NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1127.36 –0.4 –11.1 –5.9
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1196.66 –0.4 –10.5 –5.4
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 854.43 0.8 –44.3 –35.3
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 910.02 0.8 –43.9 –34.9
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 475.15 –4.4 –45.5 NS
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 678.98 –4.4 –45.2 –29.1
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1217.10 1.7 –7.0 –2.6
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1284.51 1.7 –6.4 –2.0
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1028.27 4.9 0.5 –1.8
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1088.48 4.9 1.1 –1.3
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 01/16 USD 606.57 –9.0 –47.3 –34.3
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 01/16 USD 621.76 –9.0 –47.0 –33.9
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 574.66 –8.4 –45.7 –35.2
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 01/16 GBP 54.24 –8.5 –45.3 –34.2
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1165.60 3.1 –21.1 –11.4
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 01/16 EUR 1240.14 3.1 –20.7 –10.8
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 01/16 JPY 9866.00 –4.5 –38.9 –31.9
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 01/16 JPY 10456.00 –4.5 –38.5 –31.5
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 01/16 USD 1209.83 –5.9 –49.9 –23.2
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 01/16 USD 1283.75 –5.9 –49.6 –22.8
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 703.60 –2.1 –43.5 –28.8
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/16 EUR 745.78 –2.1 –43.2 –28.4
US Equity A US EQ IRL 01/16 USD 629.63 –5.9 –41.3 –23.4
US Equity B US EQ IRL 01/16 USD 670.14 –5.9 –41.0 –23.0
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 01/16 USD 951.44 –5.4 –39.1 –24.3
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 01/16 USD 1013.50 –5.4 –38.7 –23.8

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 58.27 –3.2 –43.5 –30.6
Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 43.14 –4.1 –39.4 –32.4
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 43.23 –3.5 –45.6 –33.3
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 2.82 0.5 –41.0 –23.9
Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 0.68 –2.6 –48.8 –32.2
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 GBP 2.72 –9.2 –37.7 –20.0
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 0.49 5.0 –30.7 –23.3
Global Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 1.59 –4.4 –40.5 –23.6
Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 01/19 USD 21.77 –5.3 –30.3 –15.2
Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 01/19 USD 15.36 –5.3 –30.3 –14.1
Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 0.10 3.4 –41.5 –23.8

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 4.27 –5.7 –48.8 –22.8
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 10.88 –0.3 7.0 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 10.83 –0.3 6.5 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 105.15 –0.5 NS NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 117.26 –0.3 6.5 NS
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 6.34 –0.6 –26.5 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 50.80 1.8 –39.4 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 01/19 NOK 57.83 1.8 –39.4 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 58.60 1.8 –39.4 NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 1.36 –2.1 –39.1 –23.7
Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 0.57 –6.8 –42.2 –25.6
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 26.73 –7.0 –33.5 –23.9
Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 USD 1.48 –3.5 –41.3 –25.8
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 01/19 SEK 12.99 –0.6 1.6 4.1
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 2.83 –1.4 –26.9 –12.4
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 9.17 0.2 3.1 3.0
Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 1.55 –0.2 –37.6 –21.4
World Fd NO BA LUX 01/19 USD 1.53 –7.9 –39.0 –17.8

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 01/19 EUR 1.27 0.1 1.9 2.2
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 21.61 0.3 2.8 2.9
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 01/16 USD 2.50 –0.1 1.4 2.9

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 10.05 –0.1 –2.8 0.0
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 9.02 –0.1 –2.8 0.0
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 25.18 –0.1 –3.0 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 8.39 –0.1 –3.0 –0.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 10.85 0.4 3.0 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 10.17 0.4 3.0 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 21.22 0.4 2.9 3.0
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 8.82 0.4 2.9 3.0
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 41.52 –0.1 8.4 5.7
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 12.46 –0.1 7.1 5.1
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 01/19 EUR 1.11 1.5 –7.2 –3.4
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 01/19 EUR 0.87 1.5 –7.6 –3.6
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 10.95 1.9 –10.6 –4.8
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 8.60 1.9 –10.5 –4.7
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 01/19 EUR 104.29 0.4 NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 01/19 EUR 103.98 0.4 NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- NO BD LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 1126.25 0.4 NS NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 20.94 0.4 5.6 4.2
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 11.86 0.4 5.6 4.2

n SEB Global Hedge
Global Hedge I SEK -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 80.17 0.1 –22.2 –13.4
Global Hedge I SEK -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 73.26 0.1 –24.5 –14.6

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 1.45 –5.6 –51.2 –20.2

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 17.53 4.4 –42.9 –24.2
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 735.56 –3.5 –52.5 –34.5

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 01/16 USD 13.70 –8.3 –53.2 –17.7
Eq. Pacific A AS EQ LUX 01/16 USD 5.95 –6.7 –52.2 –21.3

n SGAM Fund
Bonds CHF A CH BD LUX 01/16 CHF 28.13 –0.2 6.1 3.1
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 01/15 EUR 28.43 0.2 –3.4 2.0
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 01/15 EUR 21.00 1.3 –5.2 –2.7
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 01/15 EUR 13.98 5.2 –31.9 –20.1
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 39.39 –0.2 4.6 3.6
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 01/16 EUR 37.94 0.2 4.1 2.9
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 01/16 USD 25.25 –1.5 –1.8 2.2
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A US BD LUX 01/15 USD 32.39 2.7 1.1 4.7
Bonds World A GL BD LUX 01/15 USD 38.97 –2.2 1.0 8.3
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 19.82 –3.8 –46.1 –31.0
Eq. Eastern Europe A EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 12.58 –4.8 –68.6 –41.7
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 13.87 –2.7 –38.8 –11.6
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 8.64 –5.7 –45.2 –29.3
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 14.19 –1.5 –43.7 –32.7
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA EU EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 13.07 –4.8 –42.5 –22.6
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 01/16 EUR 7.76 –7.8 –54.9 –39.7
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 01/16 USD 5.64 –5.6 –54.6 –24.0
Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 01/16 USD 20.22 –3.9 –42.1 –25.4
Eq. Global Technol A OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 3.61 –1.3 –41.4 –29.2
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 01/16 USD 19.12 –8.5 –40.0 –12.8
Eq. Japan A JP EQ LUX 01/16 JPY 623.41 –6.0 –45.9 –36.4
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 01/16 JPY 875.70 –3.3 –36.7 –40.4
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 11/26 JPY 1485.42 –2.6 –15.7 –20.0
Eq. Switzerland A CH EQ LUX 04/17 CHF 36.35 –16.6 –21.3 –4.3
Eq. UK A UK EQ LUX 01/13 GBP 9.64 1.0 –39.3 –26.9
Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 15.64 –3.7 –35.7 –20.6
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 10.63 –1.4 –42.3 –24.7
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 01/15 USD 19.09 –4.8 –45.2 –22.6
Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 01/15 USD 15.32 –4.1 –42.7 –26.7
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 14.95 –3.8 –44.4 –30.3
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 12.21 –5.7 –46.8 –32.9
Eq. US Value Opp A US EQ LUX 01/16 USD 12.41 –4.2 –45.4 –32.5
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 01/15 EUR 27.16 0.1 4.3 4.1
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 01/15 USD 15.75 0.1 2.7 3.8

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
Email: am@tni.ae Tel:+971 2 619 2300
MENA Real Estate Acc Fund OT OT ARE 12/31 USD 9.40 –36.4 –36.4 0.8

UAE Blue Chip Fund Acc OT OT ARE 01/08 AED 4.90 6.8 –58.7 –20.1

n TRIGON CAPITAL
Phone +372 667 9208 Fax +372 667 9221 E-mail invest@trigon.ee Website www.trigoncapital.com

Central and Eastern European EUR EE EQ EST 01/19 EEK 100.60 0.7 –57.0 –38.6

New Europe Small Cap EUR EE EQ EST 01/19 EEK 47.87 –0.2 –60.8 –41.4

Second Wave EUR EE EQ EST 01/19 EEK 85.57 0.5 –65.2 –37.1

n YUKI MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH CO., LTD.
Tel: +81-3-5299-3277 www.yukijapan.co.jp
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7947.00 –7.6 –45.6 –37.1

YMR-N Japan Fund JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 8799.00 –6.8 –42.0 –33.1

YMR-N Low Price Fund JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 12393.00 –4.5 –36.5 –32.6

YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 6058.00 –5.6 –42.3 –37.9

Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 3950.00 –7.0 –50.9 –39.3

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro AS EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4194.00 –6.6 –50.4 –41.2

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5727.00 –6.1 –47.8 –38.6

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7495.00 –6.6 –44.0 –35.5

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5771.00 –7.7 –45.8 –38.3

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7533.00 –5.3 –36.7 –30.5

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap AS EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4646.00 –6.8 –43.6 –33.6

Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 10478.00 –7.5 –34.0 –29.5

Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7086.00 –7.3 –50.1 –38.0

Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5870.00 –4.3 –45.2 –38.1

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4905.00 –5.5 –41.6 –33.7

Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 2327.00 –2.5 –53.7 –50.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 Excellent JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 3960.00 –5.8 –48.9 –38.0

Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5585.00 –5.4 –44.9 –35.3

Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5323.00 –10.0 –49.5 –40.2

Yuki 77 Income AS EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4875.00 –4.7 –35.4 NS

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5971.00 –4.3 –42.5 –34.2

Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4690.00 –8.3 –46.5 –34.9

Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7722.00 –5.7 –32.8 –26.9

Yuki Chugoku JpnPurGth JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4282.00 –8.4 –44.0 –35.7

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 6444.00 –4.8 –44.0 –35.4

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4259.00 –6.4 –45.1 –35.1

Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4893.00 –7.3 –35.8 –30.1

Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4459.00 –5.2 –39.9 NS

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4286.00 –4.8 –49.3 –38.7

Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty PurGthJp JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 3963.00 –9.2 –49.0 –38.6

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4758.00 –6.7 –42.6 –35.8
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n 788 ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD.
info@788am.com www.788am.com
788 China Smaller Cap OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 15.43 NS NS NS
788 Gl Asset Alloc. Fd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 68.65 –52.2 –51.4 –23.5

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Global Inv I OT OT VGB 11/28 USD 36.36 –10.3 –1.0 5.6

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 11/28 USD 1358.28 0.5 4.1 5.9
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1742.25 –9.8 –9.6 –1.4
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1244.27 0.4 4.8 5.8
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1703.29 2.7 7.0 6.4
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 946.28 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n CARLO SCEVOLA & PARTNERS
Tel +44 (0) 20 7419 5671
www.rescgf.com
Resolute Capital Gth Fd OT OT VGB 09/30 USD 1232.97 9.7 14.5 11.0

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 11/28 EUR 101.40 –21.7 –21.4 –6.3
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 11/28 EUR 1011.81 –26.2 –26.0 –10.2

n HARMONY CAPITAL
email: info@harmonycapitalfund.com
Harmony Cap Ltd A USD OT OT BMU 12/31 USD 2067.95 –11.5 –11.5 –4.4

Harmony Cap Ltd B EUR OT OT BMU 12/31 EUR 2006.83 –10.6 –10.6 –4.5
Harmony Cap Ltd D USD OT OT BMU 12/31 USD 1184.67 –11.9 –11.9 –4.8
Harmony Cap Ltd E EUR OT OT BMU 12/31 USD 1154.79 –10.8 –10.8 –4.9
Harmony Cap Ltd F GBP OT OT BMU 12/31 GBP 1008.01 –10.3 –10.3 –3.7

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 01/09 USD 475.86 NS NS NS

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 214.76 15.9 15.9 35.2
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 12/31 USD 219.48 14.6 14.6 36.0
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 209.19 16.5 16.5 19.0
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 12/31 USD 217.51 15.7 15.7 19.4
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 492.53 31.3 31.3 32.1
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 492.53 31.3 31.3 32.1

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
HSBC Absolute Companies
Euro Absolute OT OT GGY 09/30 GBP 1.43 –12.1 –12.2 –0.7
Euro Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 09/30 EUR 2.01 –12.3 –12.6 –2.2
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 12/12 GBP 0.95 –15.4 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 12/12 USD 1.77 –15.4 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 12/12 EUR 77.88 –30.4 NS NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 12/12 EUR 73.19 –30.1 NS NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 12/12 USD 82.75 –27.6 NS NS
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 12/12 USD 81.62 –28.1 NS NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 120.60 –14.8 NS NS
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 CHF 100.95 –17.7 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 109.56 –17.0 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V II) OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 97.29 –16.9 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 109.56 –17.0 NS NS
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 GBP 119.22 –16.7 NS NS
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 84.27 NS NS NS
GH Fund Inst JPY OT OT JEY 12/12 JPY 8497.33 –16.3 NS NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 100.44 –14.5 NS NS
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 12/12 EUR 114.28 –16.4 NS NS
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 12/12 GBP 118.97 –15.5 NS NS
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 12/12 USD 133.42 –14.6 NS NS
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 243.74 –16.6 –16.6 –2.8
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 125.23 –14.7 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 12/12 USD 100.38 –34.2 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 CHF 85.03 –25.5 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 91.60 –24.7 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 12/12 GBP 98.41 –25.2 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 98.01 –0.8 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 12/12 EUR 96.52 –24.2 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 12/12 GBP 101.19 –23.9 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 12/12 USD 109.88 –22.3 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 168.78 –24.4 –24.4 –10.1

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 107.83 –19.1 NS NS
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 88.74 –25.2 NS NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 162.15 –24.1 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 140.16 –32.3 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 78.36 –34.3 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/12 EUR 115.92 –18.7 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 122.82 –17.8 NS NS
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 12/12 JPY 8045.42 –14.3 NS NS
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 93.51 –12.9 NS NS
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 87.35 –39.8 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 151.67 12.8 12.8 16.1
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 12/31 EUR 137.63 12.7 12.7 15.0
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 12/31 GBP 145.50 15.6 15.6 17.4
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/12 USD 104.12 –17.6 NS NS

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 12/31 EUR 245.96 –3.3 –3.3 1.0
Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 10/31 EUR 101.42 –1.0 1.4 6.1
Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 10/31 EUR 75.74 –27.9 –29.3 –9.0
Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 10/31 EUR 148.65 0.0 –1.5 2.5
Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 10/31 EUR 87.20 –18.7 –20.2 –3.6
Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 89.88 –10.1 –9.3 2.9
Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 10/31 EUR 117.21 –16.0 –16.4 –3.5
Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 96.76 –3.7 –3.4 2.4

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 EUR 1902.24 –13.7 –12.4 0.9
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 USD 1829.54 –14.3 –12.7 1.6
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 10/31 USD 391.27 –40.9 –41.9 –12.3
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 10/31 EUR 371.55 –42.9 –43.8 –14.4

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 01/02 USD 191.39 –0.4 –77.0 –50.8
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 01/02 USD 293.03 1.1 –83.8 –51.4
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 01/14 EUR 87.21 0.1 –21.7 NS
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 10/31 USD 1253.68 –15.5 –16.4 –0.8

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 01/13 USD 84.18 1.1 76.2 30.8

Superfund GCT USD* GL EQ LUX 01/13 USD 3676.00 0.7 50.3 18.5

Superfund Gold A (SPC) GL OT CYM 01/13 USD 1088.16 –6.4 17.8 24.3

Superfund Gold B (SPC) GL OT CYM 01/13 USD 1266.70 –6.0 30.0 28.6

Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 01/13 EUR 8800.00 0.4 35.6 16.0

n WEAVERING CAPITAL
www.weaveringcapital.com chas.dabhia@weaveringcapital.com T:+44(0)2073554720
Weavering Macro F.I. Fd GL OT CYM 01/05 USD 183.77 0.0 11.5 12.2

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 12/31 EUR 1294.11 3.4 3.4 8.5

Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 12/31 GBP 1275.44 4.6 4.6 9.7

Winton Evolution JPY GL OT VGB 12/31 JPY 114484.74 –0.4 –0.4 5.0

Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 12/31 USD 1264.06 3.1 3.1 8.7

Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 12/31 EUR 205.87 21.3 21.3 18.9

Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 12/31 GBP 221.96 23.1 23.1 20.6

Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 12/31 JPY 14758.61 17.3 17.3 15.5

Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 12/31 USD 733.31 21.0 21.0 19.5

n ZULAUF EUROPE FUNDS
Phone: +353 1436 7200 Fax: +353 1672 5361 www.zulaufeurope.ky
Zulauf Europe Fd EUR OT OT CYM 01/09 EUR 125.57 5.7 –12.2 –2.5

Zulauf Europe Fd LP OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 173.04 1.2 12.5 6.3

Zulauf Europe Fd USD OT OT CYM 01/09 USD 270.75 4.7 –10.8 –0.3

NAV % RETURN
FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 12/31 USD 1269.10 NS –2.7 –11.0 –19.4 –6.7

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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